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Has Clare Just Been Deceived About Mary??
September 2, 2018
My precious Family, I long to share my heart with you. I
want you to understand how the Lord has led me for 50
years. I want you to see that you have nothing to fear
from what Jesus has given you about His mother.
Do you all understand—I have not changed? I have
been the same person you encountered when you
subscribed to this Channel. I have not made any
changes in what I believe in probably the last 25 years,
other than increasing in faith and depth of understanding. Thanks be to God.
I am the same person, believing the same things now that I did almost five years ago when I
began this Channel as a mandate from the Lord.
When Ezekiel and I married, I was from a nondenominational background, and had just
converted to Catholicism as a Franciscan lay sister, wearing a grey habit. (You can listen to my
testimony. It's on YouTube)
Ezekiel’s mom was Church of God, his dad was Roman Catholic. He also was a lay Franciscan
Brother. We met in Arkansas, because Ezekiel, (then Edward) was in John Michael Talbot’s
community before and still lived nearby.
Both of us loved the monastic life and both of our former spouses were against our vocations.
We both felt we had to follow God, so we ended up single. When we met, we were told by the
Lord that He called us to bring the churches together. So, we visited and had dialogues with
many Russian Orthodox, as well as Greek Orthodox, and Evangelical sects, to share what we
had in common.
When we were serving in Jacksonville, Florida, Our Lady started appearing to me in a Rosary
Meeting. Ezekiel would lead the worship and I would lead the prayers. Word got back to the
bishop about us—wearing a habit, having four children and ministering in a Rosary group.
He called us into his office and we shared our mission with him. He asked me to come under
the supervision of the Diocesan priest in charge of discerning apparitions and supernatural
occurrences. This was a well-seasoned, elderly priest. We were faithful to do this, and the priest
reported back to the Bishop that he believed my writings were from Our Lady, and the
apparitions were authentic. So, we were approved by the diocese. And let me tell you, that was
no small grace.
Not long after that, the Lord led us back to New Mexico in the Albuquerque area. While
attending a parish there and running a food bank in the rural outreaches, Ezekiel received the
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call to the priesthood. We began to explore this option, and were quickly brushed off by the
local parish priest, who was also the Director of Vocations for the diocese. Not long after that,
we made contact with a sincere bishop that was of apostolic lineage—but not part of the RCC.
We knew we would be ostracized by the church when Ezekiel was ordained, but we had to obey
the calling on Ezekiel’s life. So, he was ordained. We continued to serve in an area further
north, providing food and sacraments to the poor in rural areas. So, we were no longer part of
the Institution of the Roman Catholic Church. We were considered independent.
Because of 911, we had to remove our habits from our bodies and not wear them in public. But
we never removed them from our hearts. Because in that lifestyle, we found the life of the
Early Church, Mothers, Fathers, and hermits.
Then the day came when the Lord asked me to start a YouTube channel and bring the truths
that we had learned from all denominations—that we knew were authentic Holy Spirit
teachings—to a channel where the focus was on living and dwelling in God’s Heart and
accepting ALL denominations without criticism.
Only teaching intimacy with the Lord.
There were already so many divisions, sects and arguments, and the Lord was so sick of it all.
He wanted a channel where anyone was safe to be there, without being corrected by others—
who, as a matter of fact, 90% of the time didn’t have a clue what they were talking about. They
just parroted what they had been taught by their parents and pastors, without taking the time
to examine the facts.
Now. Bringing it into present time. I see your struggles. I have seen them, I have felt them. I
have wept for you! And everything that you’ve shared with me has really gone deeply into my
heart, and I knew that there was more to the Faith than what you had. Oh, how that pained
me.
You see, when I became Roman Catholic, I found the remnant of the Early Church. It was STILL
ALIVE! But all the rules and regulations of the Institution—and the corruption—was obscuring
it!
My heart latched on to that Early Church.
Now, Jesus was no longer just my brother, but now He was my Betrothed. The fundamentalist,
Bible-banging tendency and the big desk in front of Jesus—with all the study guides on it…
disappeared. And the Word took up residence in my heart. And I yielded to His pure embrace as
His Betrothed.
When Mary became my prayer partner... (Which, by the way, I cover in another message.) I
began to soften and not be so legalistic. Jesus truly was living in my heart—not just Jesus, but
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the Father, Son and Holy Spirit had taken up residence. And now, after years of knowing and
studying Scripture, I became “Married” to the Word of God.
And I had a mother-in-law who was Heavenly.
I saw your struggles and I begged the Lord, “Please can I tell them about our Mother?” But He
repeatedly told me, “No, it’s not time yet.” And I continued to receive the teachings from Him
that He had for you.
But all the while, I knew you were missing major graces to live your faith to its fullness. And that
was the Lord’s Supper, the power of the Bread of Life, the True Presence of Jesus' Body and
Blood. And the intercession of the Saints—especially Mary.
So, you see? I have not changed what I believed. You have discerned correctly that these
messages are from Him. And I have had this relationship with Mary and the Bread of Life the
whole time you have known me. You have discerned correctly. So, understand. What I believed
three years ago. Four years ago. Five years ago—has not changed. You just didn’t know the
things I was not allowed to tell you about.
That is why I defended Catholics. That is why I told you many times I see no problem with
invoking the intercession of the saints, and especially Mary. I was witnessing to what I
believed—but not putting a ‘Catholic’ label on it.
The Lord didn’t just drop Mary on you last week, guys. We have been waiting for you to be able
to receive solid food before we introduced her to you.
Everything I have ever shared with you has come from a background of knowing Mary, both in
Heaven and on Earth, and living in intimacy with her Son. Everything is the same. Nothing is
new or changed on this Channel. You just didn’t have all the facts.
So, this is not some new teaching that some familiar spirits dropped in our laps! This is what
Ezekiel and I have found to be true, and what we’ve lived with all our hearts.
One thing to help you understand. I have been in Heaven, and can go there at will. And speak
with Our Lady and Our Lord. And believers. And believers in Heaven are NOT RESTRICTED from
acting or praying on behalf of those on Earth.
This is Fundamentalist error at its worst!
And the few books in the Bible that did speak of this were removed by Evangelicals, so they
could say it wasn't in the Bible.
God did not divide His Body. It is One Body under One Head. This Body has believers on Earth
and believers in Heaven who are fully functional, completely dedicated to saving souls. There
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are no superstars in Heaven. In fact, the most highly revered saint is the most meek, and
hidden, and humble of all.
It’s not Hollywood—it’s Heaven. And we all work together in the Body of Christ.
Now, many times. More than I can count! Comments like “Go to Jesus alone.” “We are not to
pray to statues!” “Christ alone is our mediator!” OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN. No sooner
do I answer one remark like this-which is a twisted lie! Than in the next moment, another one
exactly like it appears—and I want to shout out, PLEASE! READ MY LIPS!!!
They are not hearing me. Rather, they are putting words into my mouth from their own heads.
I will say it again:
We don’t pray TO Mary.
We Pray WITH Mary.
She is my prayer partner.
And as the Mother of Jesus, a mentor and example of holiness.
I pray TO Jesus, Who is My Savior.
Mary prays TO Jesus, Who is also HER Savior.
Please don't get weary with me...
Let me repeat this...
I will say it again:
We don’t pray TO Mary.
We Pray WITH Mary.
She is my prayer partner.
And as the Mother of Jesus, a mentor and example of holiness.
I pray TO Jesus, Who is My Savior.
Mary prays TO Jesus, Who is also HER Savior.
I hope that clarifies something for some of you...
Just like Smith Wigglesworth and other great evangelists are a good example to us, so is Mary’s
example a good one to follow. And many DO follow her apparitions and the writings that come
from them, which unmistakably point always to personal holiness and seeking Jesus, living for
Jesus alone. Her examples are spotlessly pure and lead many Christians in a holier way of life.
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God has given her this mission and allowed her to appear on Earth to work miracles through
the power of the Holy Spirit.
Just like a man would work a miracle, through the power of the Holy Spirit, on Earth.
She is soft, gentle, kindly, approachable, meek... tender of heart. She respects and loves each of
God’s creatures, just like others in Heaven.
Now, let me say this one more time.
God has given her this mission, and allowed her to appear on Earth to work miracles through
the POWER of the Holy Spirit. In the same way that other ministers work miracles through the
POWER of the Holy Spirit. Everything comes FROM GOD. And God gives anointings to different
people. And He has anointed Mary to not only teach, but work miracles.
Now, some of you are going to say, "But that's necromancy!' Nooo... It's NOT necromancy!
Mary is not buried in the Earth. Mary is in Heaven. Glorified. When they opened her tomb on
Earth—she was GONE. The Lord took her to be in Heaven. And isn't that fitting?? After all, she
was the First Fruit. The very first Believer in the Lord. And she's an example to all of us.
So, taking her to Heaven is showing us all what OUR reward is when we're Raptured. All of this
fits into Scripture. Perfectly.
And for those who have been beaten with Bible-Banging Christians, she is a breath of pure
oxygen sent from Heaven. Her main concern for you is that you fall deeply in love with her Son
and live for Him alone. To that end, she instructs through her apparitions; she instructs us in
holiness.
OK, I am going to publish the first message that she gave me, from her apparition. And you,
yourself, can judge and see exactly what I am talking about. That'll be the next video.
But there have been abuses of the Marian devotion, guys. Excessive focus on her that seem to
leave her Son in the background. In honoring her place in history, some go to extravagant
lengths, which make it look like they have made her their god.
Yet, if you ask most of them, they will tell you, “I worship God, but I revere Mary.” It just looks
that way to others.
There are, of course, some who DO carry it to ridiculous extremes—but you can be sure Satan is
behind that to discredit her legitimate role in the Church.
And I want to make one last comment about statues. This is what Scripture says. This is in
Exodus 20, and it is the second of the ten commandments.
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“Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heaven
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water underneath the earth. Thou shalt
not bow down thyself to them nor serve them.”
Now, exactly what is a graven image? Graven Image: an object of worship carved usually from
wood or stone; an idol.
So, here the Lord is saying you will not make anything resembling any created thing that is in
Heaven above, or that is in the Earth beneath, or that is in the water under the Earth… and
WORSHIP it.
Okay? So, two things have to be evident here. First of all, it's something you made. And second
of all—you worship it.
Now. If you don't worship it, it's NOT an idol!
He didn't say not to make ANYTHING, He said do not make AND worship anything.
Now, to prove my point, when He gave Moses the directions for building the ark of the
covenant, the Lord said:
“You shall make a mercy seat of pure gold, two and a half cubits long and one and a half cubits
wide. You shall make two cherubim of gold, make them of hammered work at the two ends of
the mercy seat. Make one cherub at one end and one cherub at the other end; you shall make
the cherubim of one piece with the mercy seat at its two ends. The cherubim shall have their
wings spread upward, covering the mercy seat with their wings and facing one another; the
faces of the cherubim are to be turned toward the mercy seat. You shall put the mercy seat on
top of the ark, and in the ark you shall put the testimony which I will give to you." Exodus 25:1721
Now, when the priest went into the Holy of Holies, he didn't worship the cherubim. He
worshipped God. And when you see someone kneeling beneath a statue of Mary, they are not
worshipping her—they are asking her to pray for them. But they are asking in great severance.
Because she IS the mother of Jesus.
Still, you would ask your pastor to pray for you!
She is a wonderful intercessor, and you will receive miracles out of season, because she took up
for you.
Another thing. She knows quite well what her Son doesn't like, and she will make you aware,
through the Holy Spirit, that there are things you need to change. She will also pray for God to
give you those graces. She is a wonderful intercessor and a mother to those who will receive
her.
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Undoubtedly, some of you are going to embarrass yourselves terribly and make a comment,
"But God said you are not to worship statues!" I will leave it to you, Heartdwellers, to answer
that one. Because I am really tired of this...
I will go into this later, but the one responsible for such a remark has either a religious spirit or
an obtuse spirit—both of which are lying demons that twist and distort every good thing God
does, just like they do twist and distort praying in tongues and the gifts of Holy Spirit. Same
thing. That's a Religious spirit.
Pray for one another dear ones. Pray very much that Truth will be received in all humility; that
every Religious spirit will be exposed for what it is.
I do not in any way want to hurt you. I love you dearly! But some of you are in bondage to a
Religious spirit, and you need to recognize its influence on you—and renounce it. Then you will
be free and clear to study the Scriptures and receive what they truly say.

Are You Praying? Prayer is Critical Now!!
September 2, 2018
God bless you, Heartdwellers. I was just in the midst of
answering comments, and the Lord started speaking
to me. I'm just going to read to you what He had to
say.
“My Children, why would I ask you to pray the Rosary
for these men? Am I deceiving you? Or am I pointing to
the one appointed to assist with the souls of these
men. While you are all arguing about this and that,
Clare is using her time to answer you.
"I hope you are praying for them, as I asked you to.
“You were not comfortable with the Divine Mercy Chaplet either, until Clare introduced it to you.
Now you can feel the power and the peace in it. Shall I withhold solid food from you? Shall I
continue to feed you Pablum? Or the status quo.
"Or shall I stretch and open your hearts to new truths that have been overlooked?
“This Channel is not for everyone. If you are set in your ways and you think your pastor, your
denomination, and yourself know all there is to know—you really will not like it here. Because I
am opening understandings to Clare that will challenge your old belief systems.
“You speak to Clare about idols and point to people reverencing My mother. And yet, some of
you have run up credit card bills you cannot keep up with, so you cannot meet the real needs of
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your family. May I say, the items on those credit cards are idols that prevent you from serving
Me fully? Have I not told you, ‘Owe no man anything but to love one another, for he that loveth
another hath fulfilled the law.’ Romans 13
“And yet, your lust and attraction for the things of the world have made you idolaters, depriving
you of the time you should be in prayer, because you had to take another job to pay bills.
"This is idolatry. Not My children kneeling and reverencing an image My Mother.
“Clare does not believe any differently now than she did when you first found this Channel. And I
am leading her into deeper waters. You are welcome to stay and learn how to swim.
"Or stay on the bank of your cherished misconceptions of what My Word says.
"Either way, I will still love you and guide you.
“But please—get busy in prayer. These are very treacherous times, and there is still great
danger that there will be a tragic event in America. Please stay on your knees for this time.”
And I just want to make a note, here. These last few days He has been alluding to something
heavy in the air. Carol's been feeling it, and our other intercessors are feeling it. And we are
praying against that, as well as for these men in captivity to Satan. They most likely will be
executed. But where they go after execution depends very much on our prayers.
Jesus continued, “And for those of you who are sincerely struggling to understand, I will clarify
all for you, because you love Me and you are sincerely seeking the Truth. Just be sure to boot out
and bind all Religious spirits, each day, until there is no more knee-jerk reaction, and you have
worked through your questions.
“Because we are going to continue to go deeper.”
God bless you, Heartdwellers. That was the end of His message. Please pray for these men and
the situations that are brewing out of our sight and understanding.
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HIGH ALERT: DEEP STATE SET TO START WORLD WAR III
September 3, 2018
Okay, dear ones—this is VERY, VERY serious. This is a
HIGH prayer alert.
We are on the brink of WWIII.
I had pulled 2 Rhemas cards on the Rapture. I came into
prayer, and I asked the Lord.
And I said, "Please, what is this about?"
And He said, "It’s about war."
His head was down and the Crown of Thorns was on it.
"A final last-attempt," He continues, "for the Cabal to take down America. War. They want to
start a war and blame it on North Korea. It is in the final stages."
IMMEDIATELY, after He said that to me and I typed it, I got a message from a former, highranking Army officer who worked in Intelligence. I JUST sent him a post I ran across on the
Internet, and I hardly ever look at these things.
But lately I've felt like I needed to keep up with the Q posts. And this is what it said. (the Q post)
"It must be hard to communicate.
Every moment spent together is a moment you should not waste."
Wow! The inference there is that families all over the United States are in grave danger.
And here's what's behind that.
The former presidents have gotten together in a top-secret meeting using a special device
called....
(Clare's cell phone chirps)
Yes, Honey?
Ezekiel: I've been getting these chills and shivers. It's just...the hair stands up on the back of my
neck!
Clare: Oh, my gosh! Carol is shuddering, all through her body.
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Ezekiel: I've got readings from the Lord again. Holy Spirit. "I'll be sure to take you. I'll save you
on that Day. I'll be sure to take you away. Blessed is the man. The Lord will set him on a high
place."
Clare: Just to understand, I just got a message from the Lord, that we are on the brink of WWIII.
That the Cabal is going to try and start WWIII and blame it on North Korea.
Ezekiel: Oh, man!
Clare: So...
Ezekiel: No wonder I had this compulsion to clean!
Clare: …testing... I've got to get this message out. I've gotta go, okay?
Ezekiel: Yeah...
Clare: I love you. Alright.
Ezekiel: I love you, too. (they hang up)
(Clare again.) Well, Ezekiel, as you can hear, is also picking up on it. We are in a SERIOUS,
SERIOUS position right now.
Okay, Family. Just to make sure this comes across fairly clearly. I'm gonna start over again with
this.
"It must be hard to communicate.
Every moment spent together is a moment you should not waste."
Wow! The inference there is that families all over the United States are in grave danger.
And further, he mentioned that the former presidents, with Obama, had gotten together in a
hotel with 12 rooms, and had the military provide devices called SKIFs, which are like a sealed
intelligence chamber, where people can go in and talk and communicate online without being
detected. And the obvious inference is that they are planning something really big.
So, I asked my source, would you please listen to this Q post and tell me what you think?
Q is an intelligence source from the White House, where we're notified of the things that are
going on. But it's kind of in code. It's not written out really clearly. You...connect the dots and
come to a conclusion. They give you the basic information and let you draw your own
conclusion.
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And it's because this Administration is very transparent and has the Patriots completely
informed as best he can.
I ran across this post and it alarmed me because of the way that it was written. It's from today,
actually. I forwarded that to him and asked him, 'Will you please check this out and tell me.
What is this about?'
Well, right after the Lord had given me this message, my phone dings. And it's a message from
this Army source to me. And this is what he said.
"The group of Elite world leaders are about to start a war to protect themselves, so they won't
get caught."
So, no SOONER had the Lord spoken those words to me, and he beeped my phone...
And he said, "They will try to start WWIII rather than be exposed or arrested. It's a warning that
we may be in danger, because they may not be completely shut down, even though it appears
that they are totally shutdown. Biden was served and the Cabal are in a panic. We need to keep
praying."
So, understand. They are in a panic and they're going to try and do something outrageous. They
don't care about us, they don't care about the nation. They just want to bring us down, any way
that they can. And I want us all to pray. Very, very hard! That our people will discover exactly
what they're trying to do—and STOP it!
Pray that God will step in and stop it. Just like He stopped missiles from coming in and
destroying an apartment complex in Israel. A soft target. The missile turned around and went
out to sea, just like that.
Let's pray, pray, pray that the Lord will intervene and He'll turn this around. It's serious. Very
serious, Heartdwellers. Please get on your knees and pray.
It's in its final stages. They are about to set it off. And I don't know how it's gonna happen, but
we need to pray to stop this. It is so serious.
The Lord spoke to me again, and He said, "You'd better put the alert out. This is a grave
warning."
So, let's not disappoint Him, or those whose lives are at stake. Let's really dig in and pray that
God will have mercy on us.
The Divine Mercy Chaplet is very powerful in this situation. As well as the rosary.
And here is a beautiful prayer that one of our prayer warriors just posted:
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Gracious God, whom through all good comes, and in Whose mind knows every person’s
actions, thoughts, and motives. We pray for Your warring angels to be immediately dispatched
and to apprehend and close down every enemy and cabal seeking to destroy the United States.
I take now the sword on my right shoulder and raise it up, and pray in the name of the Holy
Father and the Holy Spirit. I slay and destroy the work of destruction being laid out by our
enemies.
In the name of Jesus and by His Blood we cut down every and all attempts to take our country
down. We dismantle and disarm every nuclear device being made ready. We strike with our
swords to the heart of every enemy, that they would stumble and lose every bit of boldness.
Lord God, our heavenly Father, we call on You to fight for us and for the United States and the
whole world. Rise up and stand against them and make certain that no harm is done.
In Jesus’ most holy Name we pray. Amen!
Pray, pray, pray. I love you all. God bless you.

Correcting an Error on the Q Post
September 3, 2018
Please forgive me, Lord, for allowing my curiosity to
pull me off course.
Oh... boy. Don’t you love it when the Lord corrects
you?? It’s been a while since my last public
correction…so I was due for one, anyway.
It is so easy to get wrapped up in all this Q stuff and
be hungry for the next tidbit of information. Although
this is NOT what our Channel is about at all. It’s about keeping Jesus company, loving, and
comforting Him as His Bride. As well as carrying burdens for those who will be lost to the Father
without our prayers.
We have been getting some very intense intercession, with a lot of crying and intense
symptoms. And I know these are times of tremendous danger. And this is all across the board
with different Heartdwellers. Not just the intercessors.
And my curiosity tempted me to look at some Q posts. And I misinterpreted what was being
said... because I wasn’t supposed to be looking. So, I wanted to apologize and set the record
straight. The Lord doesn’t want me seeking these things out, and my curiosity got the better
part of me.
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I got “God’s Correction” in prayer and I wondered, ‘What's this about?' Then it dawned on me
that the message I shared with you from that post was meant as a taunt to the black hats… In
other words,” not much time left for you; enjoy every minute.” Rather than saying that about
American families being in grave danger.
Now, that doesn't cancel out what the Lord had said! But, I think the President has this under
control.
But our prayers are still very, very, very important. And Jesus did say we are in grave danger,
and also confirmed the threat of war or an event. When a Heartdweller who is also a military
source called. right on the heels of talking to the Lord. In fact, he just about interrupted me.
And I was seeing the Lord, suffering under the Crown of Thorns. And He told us that the Black
Hats are set for war.
SO, PRAYER IS STILL NEEDED.
While I was writing this, a well-informed friend wrote this to me:
“I DO believe we are under a threat, because the bad guys have only moments left to do
something huge to avoid being arrested and disassembled. We have cornered an angry and
insane mob of evil, and it is capable of anything at this time and will do anything it can to avoid
being defeated.
"Many of them do not care if they die, and to them, prison is the same as death—so they have
absolutely nothing to lose. We are in their final moments to react, and the Lord DID say that
'America will not remain unscathed' in the same message about the suitcase nukes.”
I think that was a couple weeks ago.
Well, that takes us back to square one, guys…
Pray for the Nation. Pray for the offenders who will be lost to God unless they repent in their
last moments.
And please. Pray for me, that I don't get carried away again.
I love you all. God bless you.
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Bring Your Fears to Me
September 4, 2018
Thank You, sweet Father God and Jesus, for Your kind
and encouraging words to us.
Dear Heartdwellers, I came into prayer this morning
really longing for a word, just for you. Something
special to 'calm the waters', so to speak.
So, I said, "Father, would you please speak to me? I
know I am but dust and ashes, but I have a
responsibility to these precious souls. Is there some word of encouragement that You can offer
them?"
By the way, the reason I approached Him was, I'm working on a painting of Him, and He's been
so, so, so present through His eyes in this painting. And I'd just had a very sweet communion
with Him.
So, Father God began, “My little, little Clare. You worry so very much about these, My children.
Do you not know that I have covered them and set them aside for My purposes? Do you not
know that even one lamb that goes astray, or even a ewe and two lambs, that they will not be
lost to Me?
"I have provided a way for every last one of them. Many will come and go and feed in other
pastures, until I call them back here, for I have given you some very special food. Indeed, manna
of a sort, in the wilderness of this Christian generation. They have fed on manna here, and those
who are not yet ready to cross over into the Promised Land, I love and provide for, also.
“My people, you are in this generation of Christians that faces the most treacherous of lies in
your walk with Me. And it takes a great deal of courage to break ranks and stand outside the
security of the camp. But I tell you this, apostates are running free and will gather many
supporters, because they are teaching comfort, prosperity, and entertainment instead of
worship, long-suffering, sacrifice, and self-denial—as well as every manner of superficial
teachings that do not challenge worldly values.
“You will lose interest and long for something deeper. Just as you did, Clare, when you left that
camp behind. Then the Truth will contrast the darkness you have been living in. The Cross will
have a great appeal. Living for Me and renouncing the world will lure you deeper, because you
have exhausted what the worldly church offers and still not found the deeper meaning and joy
you sense you should have in following My Son.
“What you are dealing with now is Fear. Fear of being wrong, fear of losing your salvation, fear
of idolatry. And most of all, fear of breaking ranks. And Clare knows that fear well, for we have
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done that oh, so many times. If you are set in your ways and have found a place that appeals to
them and suits your comfort zone, you will not want to break ranks. Unless you are very, very
hungry indeed.
“Others will have to seek Me for courage to step into a different world than they have known.
There is so very much you, Clare, and others still do not know about the Faith. But you know the
most important and essential thing: Love. There is no higher knowledge than that of loving one
another with a pure heart and unconditionally. That is what you are teaching here.
“Rather than struggle with doctrines, it is of foremost importance that Love and Service are
taught and lived out each day.
“As far as the virgin mother of My Son goes, some are seeking Me with all your hearts and are
having encounters with her that prove her mission on Earth. Others are being heckled by
familiar spirits and are being fed lies, which are very difficult to discern, and bring with them
more lies. Some of you have known My Voice so well, you have overcome your fears and are
over-joyed to have this gift.
“Patience is key, I force no one. Rather, I give a gift and wait patiently for you to open it. Some
never do, and this pains Me greatly. But others who do, bring Me great consolation.
“The Church is in a very great battle right now. The cross-currents of judgment, animosity,
criticism, suspicion, and every kind of poison stemming from sectarianism has successfully been
absorbed and divided the Body. It is evident in certain corrections others take upon themselves
to make, when in truth they are the ones lacking in understanding and sound doctrine.
"Even when I sent My Holy Spirit to revive the Church, without an eye to doctrines, He was
attacked and derided.
“How sad! Rather than being the great equipping I meant Him to be, Satan used this as another
occasion to cause calumny and division.
“My people, some of you have not yet learned to judge by the fruits. This is why I must have
great patience and bring you around another way, until you are strong enough to eat solid food.
Fear and ignorance are your greatest enemies. Fear paints a grim face on every new-to-you
idea, and without seeking Truth through the Scriptures, Pride and blindness control your
decisions.
“I am setting captives free on this Channel. I am equipping them with the fullness of the Church.
I am drawing them into deep intimacy and satisfaction—yeah, even satisfaction in My loving
arms, deep communion, and explosive joy in My presence.
“Continue to do your best and I will do the rest.
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“I love you, My daughter, and commend you for your faithfulness in leading this flock. My Body
is filled with those who balk at the thought of teaching Truth that will draw criticism and break
their popularity with the status quo.
“Those who follow Me unconditionally, however, are the purest and most fragrant salve to My
Heart."
And that was the end of Father’s Message.
Then Jesus began, “Children, you will know them by their fruits. Take your time with the
Scriptures, examine everything in a new light, and bring it before Me in the solid faith that I will
clarify it for you. Trust not the opinions of men, for in many cases they are only parroting the
opinions and doctrines of their fathers. Seek only Truth, no matter what the cost, and do not
close the door in My Mother’s face.
“I love you all to distraction, and will bless and guide you to the degree you lay down yourself,
and pick up your cross and follow Me.
"I long to bring you Home, My faithful ones. I truly long to have you with Me. I have seen your
faithfulness in prayer. I have seen your physical pain, your weaknesses, the way you are derided
and accused by others with less faith. And I have seen your patience and kindness in the face of
insults.
"Truly, you are formed in your hearts after My image.
“The prayers, fasts, and vigils you have endured for guilty politicians—not only has it had an
impact on their place in eternity, it has touched those around them as well. How beautiful is
your faith when you live it.
"You have brought honor to My Name by the way you have handled dissenters on this Channel.
It is what I long to hear from all those who confess My Name.
“Do not grieve for those who reject your best efforts. You and I have planted a seed in their
hearts, and in the proper time it will come to fruition. I long to strengthen you in My Body and
Blood. Please make demands upon it in total faith, and you will draw the greatest benefits from
it.
“Be blessed now with an increase in discernment, for I have prayed for you.”
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Be Ready For Me to Take You at Any Time
September 9, 2018
Lord, we need Your strength for whatever lies ahead.
Please visit us with courage and faithfulness. Amen.
Well, my dear Heartdwellers. Wars and rumors of
wars… Rumors of retaliation by the iron and clay
feet—that is, from the vision Daniel had of the statue,
and the final ruling government of the world before
the Lord's return. It would crumble, because iron and
clay cannot adhere to one another. So, the clay feet
are furious and frightened, and having planned for a moment in history like this, have made up
several evil scenarios to cause harm to America.
So, we are still praying for our President and proceedings that will soon be made public.
I asked the Lord, “Please, tell me what is going on, Lord?”
Jesus answered, “What’s going on is incredible beyond belief, it is so convoluted. It is beyond
believing—and yet it is true. As you say, the truth is stranger than fiction.
“Beyond all the Satanic worship, there are Earth changes going on—many precipitated by the
'clay feet'. Geophysical warfare. Sins against humanity. Heinous, callous, uncaring sins where
people are only numbers. And it's meant to dislodge nations from their national identity and
threaten them into the web of evil that is consuming all the nations of the Earth into their
identity.
"Either you play ball… or your nation gets devastated."
And here—I'm speaking about Japan, who hasn't been cooperative with the 'clay feet'. As a
result, has suffered two 8-point-something quakes in the last three weeks. Mud slides.
Powerful, very powerful typhoon, landslides. Just terrible things with a lot of dead.
Unbelievable. And I think it's all being done by the 'clay feet' and their Tesla technology.
And the Lord has said, "Either you play ball… or your nation gets devastated."
Fukushima, I think, was retaliation, as well. 'Cause they wouldn't go along with 'the plan'. And
actually, there's another nuclear plant that is in danger right now, in Japan. I don't know too
much about it.
So, the Lord continued, “You are thinking of the tsunami, and well you should be."
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He's talking here about one of our prayer warriors had a vision of a tsunami coming into San
Francisco Bay. And inundating the Bay Bride, the San Francisco Bridge and all of that. She was
caught up in the tsunami and taken out to sea, and ended up back on a beach south of there.
Still alive. But a lot of dead people were being washed up on the shore. It was really, really
traumatic.
So, anyway. I've been thinking about that a lot. And the reason is, while they're setting off these
fault lines off of Japan. These powerful, powerful 8.1, 8.3... Now, they've downgraded them.
They've downgraded the numbers. But I don't trust that, because they do that just to make it
look like it wasn't that important.
But with earthquakes that powerful, they could generate a tsunami, they could go all the way
across the Pacific Ocean and hit San Francisco–without any problem at all. And that's one of the
reasons why I was thinking of that tsunami—that that's maybe going to be the false flag thing
that they're going to do.
So. The Lord said, "You're thinking of the tsunami, and well you should be. There is a very high
possibility that it will be a geopolitical event to cripple America. But not only San Francisco—the
East Coast and New York City, as well."
And they've got a super-storm. They've got a category 4 hurricane coming in, headed towards
the Carolina's right now. But it's still out to sea, and it could easily go north. And it would be just
like the 'clay feet' to push that thing up north to hit Washington DC, around the time that the
confirmation hearings are, for Judge Kavanaugh.
The Lord continued, "Many things are being held back by prayer and fasting."
I wanna confess to you guys, I have not been able to fast. In fact, I've been looking for comfort
food. I've been sloppy and lazy and had severe cravings. I've not been able to control myself.
So... if some of you are having the same issues and the same problems, please don't feel bad.
Because I've... I'm just as much a failure at that as anyone could be. But I think the Lord's gonna
give me the grace to conquer it. We'll see. Let's just say that I'm emotionally very disturbed,
and so is Ezekiel. Very burdened and very disturbed about what's going on, what could possibly
take place at the hands of these people who have no scruples at all.
So. Continuing on, the Lord said, "Many things are being held back by prayer and fasting. What
you have seen in the past will come about; it is merely a matter of time. However, the good
people of this nation have been praying and supporting My man for the office of President in
order to restore Godly values to this nation—and the battle is ferocious. And it’s nothing new to
tell you the Iron & Clay feet have cast their net of evil over the whole world, so that Satan can
use it as a drag net, taking souls to Hell.
“Time is short, and what is being implemented is tragedy after tragedy for America. But I have
not withdrawn My protection, because her people have woken up from a very long sleep in the
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comfort of their feather beds. Because they have chosen to fight, I have gone to war with them.
That does not mean there will be no incidents of suffering. It means I am on their side, and I
have already withheld several devastating blows because of the prayers of the citizens.
“I receive repentance as a myrrh, offered in solid gold censors. It is to Me the most fragrant of
sacrifices, even in remembrance of My childhood, the gifts of the Kings—and the Crucifixion. So
many have repented and continue to repent daily, I cannot ignore their entreaties.
“This is why I have protected this President and given him great favor in crushing this serpent
beneath his feet.”
Lord, how do I prepare the Heartdwellers for what is to happen? Is there anything You can give
us heads-up on?
“I love My people so tenderly. I do not wish for anything to strike them, and I work at
encouraging prayer to protect them. But there comes a time when things are in the Father’s
hands and it is up to Him from there.
“There are many reasons why things happen in this country; it isn’t all political. Some of it has to
do with sin, such as the sin of abortion. But because the people are against it, and fighting it
actively, the punishment will be much less severe. Still, the blood of the slain innocents calls out
to Me night and day, and I cannot ignore it.”
Lord, what would you like to say in the message today?
He continued, “I know you are worried, Clare, but do not let this overtake what’s left of your
day. In all things, moderation. And above all—TRUST.
“My heart for My people is above all: be ready for Me to take you at any moment. Know the
condition of your soul before Me. Know that you are clean and ready to meet Me. Spend time in
worship and adoration and do not give your heart and mind to useless pursuits. Do not wait
until calamity to settle accounts with Me. Do not dangle your feet over the fence, but be firmly
planted on the right side, not toying with sin.
“Even though I have worked with all of you for almost four years now, to be ready—still many of
you are not ready. Many are caught up in the world and have no idea what could happen to
them in the next minute. Therefore, they are not ready for what is coming.
“It is good that so many of you have awakened to political events and how your liberties have
been severely compromised. It is good to be prepared for emergencies and keep a close watch
on those you love.
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“But most important is your relationship with Me. Even if you were overwhelmed in the midst of
the waters of a tsunami, you have Me to grasp onto. You have assurance of where you are
going.
“Many are putting off their conversion until it is too late. Do not be caught unaware. Do not
drag your feet in repenting for your sins. Do not suppose you have tomorrow to do it. Your life
could end this very night, and if you have been delaying your complete conversion for a pet sin—
your soul and destiny are in danger.
“My Beloved ones, I wait for you day and night to share time with you, to awaken your hearts to
My passionate love for you. Most of you avoid Me, because you don’t understand how tenderly
and completely and unconditionally I love you or am in love with you.
"I have no illusions about your short-comings, but nonetheless, you are so beautiful to Me. A
precious creation that has recognized her Creator is beyond value to Me. So many have not
recognized Me that, when finally one does, My heart bursts for joy to be in communion with
such a one as this!
“If you really got that, you would not drag your feet coming into prayer. You would not be afraid
to work on your faults, because I would say to you, ‘Come! Let us reason together. These things
are too much for you to handle on your own. Let Me live through you and help you handle them.
Let’s do this together, holding hands and working our way through them.’
“That’s My heart—and yet you distance yourself from Me, because of the false guilt Satan
continually accuses you with. All that matters to Me is that we be reconciled. That you finally
find your home in My Heart, never to depart from there. In My Heart you hear My voice, feel My
emotions, rest in My arms, and be kept from the constant, snapping jaws of wolves and jackals
assigned to torment you with false guilt.
“This is where I want you to be: in My Heart. Free from disputing, contending, fearing, slinking
away in false guilt; free from sin, and continually being kept free from sin. This is your heritage.
This is what I died on the Cross to obtain for you.
“Do not waste any more time confessing and repenting of your sins; you do not know what
tomorrow holds for you.
“But if you are in Me, you know that My open arms and heart are always in your tomorrows,
and you needn’t fear the plague that destroys at noon, nor the terror of the night, nor the arrow
that flies by day. For I will be Your shield and Your Savior. And because you have loved Me, I will
protect you.”
That was the end of His message.
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And I would just like to add, my dear ones, we are very close to a breakthrough with the
government. The breakthrough we have all been waiting for. This administration, President
Trump and the ones that work with him, has been playing a world-class chess dame with a
bunch of Satan’s stooges. We are almost there. Hang on, because the ride could get very
bumpy.
Make sure you know where you stand with the Lord, and take time to comfort Him for the
innocent lives that have been plundered by flesh-eating politicians. I don’t mean to be crude,
but that’s what it boils down to. And now their time has come, to be exposed and they are
fighting en masse to stop it from happening.
But God looks down from Heaven and laughs them to scorn, because they will be prosecuted
and brought to justice. He has asked us to pray for them, so we do. I wish the Trump
administration had a group of ministers to do some intensive work with each one of those
before they are executed. Just one person could get through to them, that they have sinned
mortally, and get them to repent. I believe the others would crack, as well. And so when they
died, they would have something to look forward to.
And the Lord is quite serious about the state of our souls before Him. Don’t waste time—if you
have sin, renounce it. If you love your sin, know that when you are dragged to Hell you won’t be
able to practice it anymore. There will be nothing but pure torture—not for a minute, or a day,
or a year. But for Eternity.
And precious Brides, please be faithful to pray for these poor souls that are going to be
executed. They are completely deceived about what is waiting for them. Satan has lied to them,
just as he has taught them to lie to us. And they will be greeted by grotesque creatures that will
tear them from limb to limb, only to have their members grow right back and be tormented. So,
please pray for them, that they make a good confession in the last moments of their life.
And I want to thank all of you, Heartdwellers, who have been supporting the Channel. Thank
you so very much. You've been keeping us afloat.
And we're very close to getting the Healing book done. We have some resource now to get it
printed. So, thank you, dear Heartdwellers, for continuing to support us faithfully. We
appreciate it so very much.
The Lord bless you all. You are greatly loved.
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Fresh Insights on Prayer
September 10, 2018
Thank You, dear Jesus and Father, for the infusions of
grace you quicken in our souls. Though we are not
worthy, You are constantly showing Your appreciation
for even the littlest of things we do for You.
Well, my dear Heartdwellers, Ezekiel told me that
something broke within the last hour. That was
probably two or three hours ago. I am also feeling it.
Yesterday, I carried a heavy heart and a foggy mind
around with me all day. But this morning, it is gone and there is some sense of joy restored. I
believe your prayers are being answered, and what was weighing on the Lord’s heart has been
lifted.
Good job, prayer warriors, good job! Although, we can't stop praying... Oh, goodness!
I wanted to share with you a new insight about prayer that has been clarified for me. This may
be a big consolation to some of you who have felt the Lord hasn't spoken to you.
What I picked up on happened the day after the message about Mary hovering over the Capital
Dome, with the angels coming and going according to her plan. Which, by the way, is the Lord's
plan! 'Cause their hearts are so united in purpose. Even as OURS would be if we were in
Heaven.
In any case, when I sat down to connect with the Lord before prayer, my heart was suddenly
infused with white-hot fire and Peace - that I had fulfilled His will in bringing His mother to you.
And then I read something from St. Padre Pio which I just happened to open for a rhema.
The book is Padre Pio's Spiritual Direction for Every Day by Gianluigi Pasquale. Here is what it
had to say.
This is Padre Pio talking about his prayer life.
And it begins here: "This is what ordinarily happens to me during prayer. I hardly set out to
pray, when suddenly I sense my soul beginning to recollect itself in peace and tranquility that I
cannot put into words. My senses remain suspended with the exception of my hearing, which is
often not suspended because generally that sense does not distract me. And I must say that
even when a lot of noise is going on around me, that does not bother me in the least."
Boy - I'd love THAT gift!
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"This will help you understand," he continues, "that rarely do I pray by using my mind.
Frequently, at certain moments, when I'm continuing to think about God - who is always
present to me - I distance myself a bit from my mind. And all at once, I feel our Lord touch the
very centre of my soul in a rather penetrating and gentle way. Most of the time, I feel
compelled to weep tears of sorrow for my unfaithfulness, and tears of tenderness for having
such a Good Father, Who is so attentive to summon me into His presence."
So, that's a very beautiful insight about prayer. Some of you have been having this experience
in prayer, and you still feel distant from the Lord. Well, I want you to understand that, when
you experience this, it's a very special Grace. A beautiful place of unity with the Lord.
So, I'm very familiar with those tears of sorrow for my unfaithfulness and tears of tenderness
for having such a good Father! All I have to do these days is take a quick look at His Eyes in the
portrait I’m working on and I truly “get it” down deep in my soul. He loves me!!!
And when this wonderful kind of prayer happens, it is a mighty gift that fills me to overflowing
for the entire day, in just a few instants. Mind you, I don’t leave that state of prayer, I bask in it,
because it is so rejuvenating and uplifting.
So, what I am saying is that there will be times when you come into prayer and you feel
movement in your heart, good movement. And that is Our Precious Lord rushing to hug us and
infuse us with His very Being.
Now, I want to mention the situation of my two very dear friends in Trinidad. The young girl, 16
and pregnant. She is now seven months pregnant and having Braxton Hicks contractions.
Due to the fact that she is living under such oppression, the baby has grown within her very,
very little. So, it's still not very noticeable. But I believe God has done this deliberately, to hide
her pregnancy, so her father would not kill her or physically force her to have an abortion. We
are all still waiting for God to act, Heartdwellers.
We do not know what to do until the Lord shows us something. We are waiting on Him.
Remember, she is 16 and her fiancé is 23, and they’ve been very deep friends from childhood.
Now we need to get her off the island, both of them, off the Island. Hopefully legally, if her
father doesn’t kill her.
We are standing in readiness to make a proposition to him to bring her to America to finish
school and have the baby. We already have a home and babysitting job for her with a midwife,
so we are prepared for her and her fiancé. There is also work for him.
So, I'm asking this question from WAY out in left field. Does anyone out there have a private
plane, that they could remove them from the island undetected? It’s a long shot, but at least
worth mentioning.
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I would rather break the law to save her life, and the life of her child, than see her disappear
and never be heard from again. The father, who is a well-connected Mason, was just two weeks
ago threatening to move her to a very remote part of Tobago, which is the other half of the
island of Trinidad.
Well, at least continue to pray for her dear ones. If you can't do anything else, please pray for
them. We have had several people offer to help, but nothing ever came of their leads, so we
are back to square one…waiting on God.
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. And I hope this little teaching on prayer really edifies you,
'cause I know many of you just don't recognize the Lord's movement in your heart. He has so
many wonderful ways of touching us! I think, one of the reasons He gives me words, is so that I
can share them with you.
So, the Lord bless and keep you. We'll be having a message soon from Carol. Her story on why
she prays the rosary. And I'm looking forward to sharing that with you.

Why I Pray the Rosary
September 10, 2018
The Lord asked Carol, our administrator, to please
explain why she prays the rosary. And it's a vision. It
happened on August 28, 2018.
It begins: For the sake of those who are struggling
with some of the concepts and Truths Jesus has been
sharing lately, I wanted to share some of my own
Path of Learning in these things.
I was born into a non-Pentecostal, Protestant home,
and lived in this kind of church environment the first 55 years of my life. In my life, God was in
Heaven, never rising from His Throne. Jesus was sitting beside Him. I had received Holy Spirit
into my life when I became ‘born again’—but He wasn't to be spoken of after that. And Mary…
was that sweet girl on the Christmas cards every December.
I wasn’t just sure who that ‘woman in the stand-up bathtub’ was I’d seen on the lawns of some
of my school friends. But I’d been warned not to speak of it.
I knew there was something missing and I longed to find it. But none in my family or circle of
friends cared, or supported, my searching. As for other members of the various churches my
life led me through—I barely dared to speak of the things I’d always wondered about.
I married and began having children, and the Lord made it very, very clear that I was to
homeschool these five young souls. At the time, this was a frightening departure of ‘what
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always was’ in my life! My father was furious. My husband uneasy. I was convinced I was going
to destroy their lives.
But I obeyed God.
Isaiah quotes the Lord, saying, “My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My
ways.” How often He proves these words in our lives!
The Lord used my obedience to Him in this to start opening up the ‘box’ I’d been taught, all of
my life, to carefully keep Him in. From that point on, slowly and quietly, Jesus began to put me
in situations where running to His heart was the only solution, the only place of Peace. The
Scriptures, alone, just weren’t enough - I needed the Savior who walked through them, too!
He brought books to my attention that I knew were Truth, but would have scandalized those
who insisted on keeping a Bible and a highlighter between He and I. He would bring a friend
here, another there, who understood things I could only ponder. I was beginning to believe in
things I would have be castigated for—had my ‘other friends’ found out. But I knew these
things were real. And I wanted to know more.
One day, not many years ago, He brought a friend who could pray over me in a language I had
long thought would be 'scary'—but instead flowed over me with great peace and beauty. It was
like being immersed in a living symphony. And I began to yearn to know Jesus as I'd never
allowed myself to know Him before.
The day I was Baptized in the Spirit made all the Truths I had suspected come alive! The ‘box’
was now torn wide open, and I wanted ALL of Him. I began to seek Him, and everything that
was a part of Him, with all my heart, mind, and soul.
Almost at the same time, I began to wonder about many of my past teachings, thoughts, and
beliefs about Jesus, Father God, Holy Spirit. The Cloud of Witnesses (indeed, who were THEY?).
And “shhhhhh! Mary…” (she who was never spoken of). I realized my ideas were not only very,
very biased and limited—they were dead wrong.
I wanted to know the Truth, and nothing less.
Then, just five years ago, Jesus allowed me to experience a massive ‘sucker punch’—so horrific,
I nearly lost my Faith entirely. But as always, He took what Satan meant for evil, and turned it to
good. As part of my healing process, He led me to join a School of Prophecy. During the very
first class, Jesus opened my spiritual eyes and ears, and I began to experience the world He lives
in. A world I’d only dreamed of entering—once I’d died and gone Home to Heaven. We began
to have many journeys together.
At the same time, He introduced me to our dear Clare :0) As our friendship developed, I found
that Clare was from the ‘other side of the street’, so to speak. SHE knew all about the things I’d
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been taught to run rapidly away from: ‘Catholic things.’ She encouraged me to read biographies
of people I’d never heard of before. Like Faustina. Josepha. And a man named Padre Pio. I fell in
love with these brave and gentle souls. I admired their tenacity in hardship, and marveled at
how close, how intimate, their relationship with the Lord was!
All my life I’d been told that we needed to draw people OUT of ‘that church’—so they could be
saved! But THESE people knew Jesus in a way FAR exceeding any I’d ever read about in the
‘approved’ biographies of men and women known to my sterile, ecumenical world.
Now, Jesus began tearing down, brick by brick, what I later realized was a demonic stronghold
of Religion.
Still attending the Prophecy school, I joined a class called Visiting the Third Heaven. As the class
proceeded, I found myself on the Sea of Glass. This was a bit of a shock. After all, FATHER GOD
was here—I sensed it. MY father had been a hard and angry man, and in my mind, Father God
was always someone just like him. Jesus was MUCH safer.
But the next thing I knew—I had been drawn not to the feet of the Father—but up on His very
lap! I was frightened!! How could I be here?? What was He going to do!
I felt my feet begin to wiggle—and when I looked down, I saw that I had become a little girl of 5
again, dressed in a frilly, fluffy dress—complete with white ankle socks and black, patent
leather shoes. Even more astounding, I was being snuggled right up against Father's chest,
directly over His heart, nestled into the crook of His left arm. He smiled at me, and spoke to me
with such tender love, I knew I had found my Papa.
And so, in His Everlasting Kindness, Papa began taking me up on His lap now and again to
explain things to me. To help me find the Truth. To help me see how different things are in
Heaven compared to the Earth. Always and always, when He does this, I see myself as a little
child. This is how He wants us to listen and learn from Him. Trusting. Innocent. Willing to
believe Him, no matter what we may have 'thought' before.
One day, I was sitting on Papa's lap, talking with Him about something that confused me. Mary
had been coming to my prayer corner in the mornings, and had indicated that it would please
her, Jesus, AND Papa if I were to consider praying the rosary prayer.
I found I didn't understand at all why they would ask me to do that. Wasn't saying the words of
a prayer—once—enough? I had already been struggling through the Mercy Chaplet. But this
was MUCH longer!
Was I willing?
I asked Papa, “WHY do you have to repeat the words, over and over again? What did it all
mean, Papa?” He didn’t answer me that day.
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But out of obedience to what they had asked, I found a musical version of this prayer (music
made the Chaplet easier for me. Why not this, too?) and began using it to pray along with, once
a day.
One morning, I was in worship at my prayer desk, and I had my music on shuffle. To my
surprise, a rosary began to play. And a vision:
I saw myself—as a little girl again—sitting on a blanket in the middle of ‘my’ meadow, in the
Garden of my Heart. This is where Jesus loves to come to walk and talk with me, where He tells
me He finds peace and joy in my little presence. It’s just a simple meadow, but I am always on a
soft, pretty blanket in soft, low grass. Myriads of flowers cover the field surrounding me; tiny,
delicate blooms of lovely, pale colors.
So, I was sitting there, examining round white stones, one by one. In the background was
playing, “Hail Mary, full of grace. The Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou amongst women, and
blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus. Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and
at the hour of our death.”
At each repetition, I would pick up another stone, look at it—maybe polish it a little with the
corner of my pinafore—and lay it on top of many others in my ever-present white basket
beside me. (I usually have this basket with me when I see myself as a child. The Lord brings
many surprising things out of that basket!) Each of these stones was different from the next,
and it was obvious they represented something very precious and cherished.
By the start of the second decade, I stood up from the blanket with my basket in hand, took the
stones, one by one, and lifted them up to Papa. And they turned into beautiful, pure-white
doves and FLEW up to Him! I laughed in delight! I understood: each part of this prayer WAS a
prayer, in itself. Each time I offered another stone, another Hail Mary, I knew that someone was
going to be touched by my little prayer flying up to my Papa. I was ‘helping’ my Papa somehow,
with this simple act of obedience.
The vision shifted in the third decade. Now I was wandering around the field, carefully choosing
just the right flower to add to my basket. Each flower represented something I could offer to
my Papa, though I didn’t know just what yet.
Suddenly, I was on a beach, just next to the water. At this point, a Glory Be was playing. “Glory
be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, as it was in the beginning, is now, and
ever shall be, world without end. Amen.” The words moved my little soul with great love, and I
stood looking up into the sky, praising Papa with all my heart. His Creation and the beauty and
glory of it overwhelmed me. I could FEEL the majesty of the ocean, His Presence in the air, the
motion and power and pounding of the waves...the sun on the sand. My heart bonded to Him
in His entirety.
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The Hail Mary’s resumed, and I began walking the beach, looking for tiny shells and bits of
pretty stones, and putting them in my basket. There was joy and anticipation now to have
precious things to offer to Him!
I was beginning to understand. In myself, I had nothing but what He, Himself, had designed and
formed. Nothing but what He first gave me. But as He opened my eyes to where and what
these treasures were—NOW I had something to give back to Him. Each treasure I found was
encapsulated in the words of the prayer. Each repetition of the prayer was a perfectly formed
offering to Him, to be used to touch the lives and souls of the people of this world. As I
understood, I rejoiced that I had SO MANY chances to offer these things to Him! In just one
prayer…
Another part of the prayer began: “O my Jesus, forgive us our sins. Save us from the fires of
hell. Lead all souls to Heaven, and especially those most in need of Thy mercy.” Now, as I had
each time this prayer had been sung before, I would stop whatever I was doing, close my eyes
and pray with all my little heart “Jesus. Be kind to them. Help them get better! Heal their hearts
and souls so they can come to know and love You like I do!”
I was understanding even more the power of these heart-felt words, and I sang with great
gusto! Even the seagulls of the air seemed to join in with me this time.
Now, on the fourth decade, I found myself in a forest. The woods were dark—and a little scary.
The sounds weren’t calming, like at the sea. I still wanted to have offerings for Jesus and Papa
to give to others, but finding these started to hurt. A bug bit me… I bruised my little fingers
moving a heavy stone, but found a treasure beneath it—and placed it in my basket. A branch
scratched my arm while I was reaching for another. I twisted my ankle climbing over a log, and
cried out in pain! But just beyond it a treasure lay.
I couldn’t see them, but I knew my Heavenly Family was somewhere nearby—so even though it
wasn’t pleasant, I kept looking. My basket filled up again, in spite of my sufferings. Or maybe
even—because of them.
Finally, the “Glory Be” began! “Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit, as
it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.” I set my basket
down and danced with all my little heart, twirling and singing. My dress flew out in a perfect
circle around me, my hands were raised now, clapping, DELIGHTING in You, my Holy Family! It
had been scary, but I had persevered. And now I could feel You all smiling at me.
The final decade began. This time, I was standing alone on a street corner. Walking around and
past me was a never-ending crowd of people. Busy people, like on the downtown streets of
Philadelphia. They were all just walking by me, not paying any attention either to me or to each
other... They all looked worried or sad or lonely.
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I stood there with my basket over my arm, now filled with the flowers I had picked earlier in my
meadow. I wanted so badly to give one of these precious flowers TO these people. But they
wouldn’t have it. Over and again, with each repetition, I would hold out a flower and smile at
someone passing by. Most of them didn’t even see me… No one accepted one. With tears
flowing down my cheeks, I finally lifted the entire basket up to my Papa—and they disappeared.
I knew that HE would find people that wanted them.
A final Our Father prayer is near the end of this particular version of the Rosary. While this was
being sung, my vision ended. I found myself playing in a creek, back again in the Garden of my
Heart. I was standing on a large, flat rock in the middle of the water, watching a school of little,
colored fish swim along, giggling as they brushed by my fingers and slid in and around my toes.
There is a large boulder at the edge of this stream, and Jesus was resting up against it, playing a
lovely tune on His flute, as He often does. Mary was sitting next to Him, just watching me play,
with a loving ‘mama’ smile on her face. Papa was standing there as well, with one hand on her
shoulder. His eyes sparkle when He is pleased! We were a family, enjoying a ‘break’ in the
weary work of praying, suffering, and offering for the sake of His other children. The ones that
need Him so much. The ones who haven’t yet discovered that He is Love Itself.
Because Jesus had been the one to start the rosary in the first place, once it ended, a new song
began. This is one He often plays for me, from Julie True: “I humble myself before You, God.
Like a little child... Like a little child. Give me the eyes to see from the vantage point of a little
child. Where everything looms large around me. Where little things are really exciting! And no
worries. No worries…” How perfectly this song reflected my whole vision!
And so, I thank you again, Papa. How tenderly You have shown me my ‘why’, because I was
willing to set aside ‘what everyone said.’
In my flesh, and according to what I had been taught, these prayers had seemed odd, or even
foolish and ineffective. I had believed that my man-made little efforts, thoughts, prayers, and
ministrations were somehow more important than the very ones You gave to Your People,
because this was the way the world and the oh-so-divided church had trained me to think.
But I have set aside those opinions now, and have come to understand that Your ways, Your
wisdom, what You provide, what You ask of us, is always beautiful and to be cherished - far
above the judgments of men.
Now I understand that this simple offering of prayers has been given to the Father, because of
the Son. Now His mother has the ‘fuel’ to bless many with graces. And now I know that You
hold these words and this little effort of obedience in high esteem.
Just because I took the little bit of my time to offer it.
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What a mystery! What a Joy! You are beyond comprehension, Lord... But I so enjoy these little
bits of glorious ‘peeks’ into Your world. Thank You.

Leaves of Gold
September 11, 2018
Thank You, Lord, for the tremendous gift You gave
Your Body: Your very own Mother. Please help us
come to know and appreciate her as the Ambassador
of Your Heart, which she truly is.
Well, about 25 years ago, we were having a rosary
prayer group in Jacksonville, Florida. And the Lord
appeared. And I asked Him, "Lord, what is Your heart
for this group tonight?"
He said, "Tell them, My Heart waits. My Heart waits. I have done all for you. Given all for you.
Now all that is left is your response. My Heart waits."
Just as aside, this was right after Christmas and all of us have been busy with 'many things' as
Our Lord once told Martha.
He continued, "When you come home from work in the evening, I am waiting. While you watch
the television, I am waiting. While you talk with friends on the phone and go shopping, I am
waiting. While you read the paper and fall asleep, I am waiting. My Heart waits patiently for
just a glance from you in My direction."
Sound familiar, Heartdwellers? He's not changing. He's the same forever. Yesterday, today and
tomorrow and forever. He's spoken to us about this before.
Anyway. Later, during the Rosary, a brilliant heavenly light appeared in the room illuminating
everything. This was in the spirit. This was not a physical thing everyone could see. A few
people saw it.
The rays of light were iridescent-white intermingled with gold, and in the midst of this glory
stood Our Lady of Fatima smiling at me. I shifted my gaze to her Immaculate Heart. It
transformed as perfect red roses of every imaginable hue multiplied and poured forth, forming
a continuous cascade of roses. They bloomed spontaneously, giving off an intoxicating
sweetness.
What a vision that was!
Suddenly at the end of this fragrant stream emerged the Word of God, the Sacred Scriptures,
on fire with golden light. Then Our Lady spoke to me, holding the opened Bible in her hands.
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She said, "This is the sweetness of God."
And I was given to understand that many sweet and precious words are spoken to us through
Jesus in His Word. I remembered back upon the time when I was still in darkness and had
picked up a Bible to read. To me, it was just a book and made little sense. But the day after my
conversion, it came alive; my heart was stopped in its tracks by the beauty of just one sentence.
Then the Blessed Mother gathered a section of pages in her fingers and fanned them. They
appeared as multitudes of golden leaves, shimmering like "pure gold, transparent as glass."
She began to speak, "These are the promises of God to His people and they are precious,
precious, precious."
After this, the Scriptures turned into a sword of lightning which she extended towards me on
her opened palms.
"This is God's healing instrument," she said.
Also implied was that it had the power to heal and the power to slay, both the evil of self-will
and those angels of darkness who work against God's plans.
As it is written in Scripture: "For indeed, the Word of God is living and effective, sharper than
any two-edged sword, penetrating even between soul and spirit, joints and marrow, and able to
discern reflections and thoughts of the heart."
And this is where my commentary begins for the group.
So, what is our response to be? How are we to respond to these beautiful teachings given to us
by Our Lady and Our Lord.
First of all...
And I say that, you know, looking back on that. I have to say that the Scripture, in part, came for
her as well. 'Cause she gave birth to the Lord, and He gave birth to the New Testament.
First of all, Jesus is waiting for us. He is asking us to give up the many activities that fill our lives
and take away from Him. He is asking us to cut the frills out of our schedules, to be less curious
about worldly things, TV and news. To be less fascinated with shopping malls and acquiring of
worldly goods that can be stolen by thieves, eaten by moths—but will surely go up in flames in
the end. To be less involved in long conversations that can become gossip sessions, not to
mention the offense done to Our Lord and His Mother, when we forget charity.
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All of us hunger for happiness, peace, and pleasure. But as many times as we have drunk our fill
of the worldly things, we know by experience that what was sweet when we began to take it in,
very soon turns bitter and flat the next day. All things of this world and the pleasure they bring
fade away.
But the Word of the Lord and His sweetness will endure forever.
When the party's over, everyone has gone home and you're left alone… very, very much alone.
Hurting, confused, needy—no trinket, no food or drink, not even the person closest to you can
take away the emptiness inside. This is when you are ready to receive the sweetness of God.
This is when His Word spoken becomes a spreading perfume that anoints, calms and heals our
interior woundedness. This is the sweetness of God.
In this beautiful imagery of 'leaves of gold', Our Lady speaks of God's promises to us. What kind
of king or queen would leave their crown lying out in a common place where it could be stolen?
No, when it is not being worn, it is stored secure under lock & key and the royal guard. How
much more should we protect these promises in the sanctuary of our hearts?
And this is Our Lady's exhortation to us, for it is written,
"Mary kept all these things, reflecting on them in her heart."
She treasured these words, for they are the Words of Eternal Life.
We have all heard the story of the old miser who kept a treasure hidden away. He frequently
locked the doors, pulled the shades and got his treasure out, looking over each golden coin very
carefully; stacking, counting and recounting his store of treasure.
How much more should we, entrusted with the precious promises of God, remove the phone,
lock the doors, go into our prayer closets and tuck away with Jesus and His Word, pondering in
our hearts the infinite heavenly treasures He has laid aside for us and all those who love Him?
How much more should we desire to ponder and feed on the Word of God?
And finally, Our Lady presents the Scriptures to us as a sword. A Sword of Life, an unchanging
reality in a world of ideas and morals that are like pockets of quicksand, lying hidden in the
shifting seas of secular humanism and paganism. The sweetness and promises of Jesus are like
the anesthetic that prepares us for surgery; the Scriptures, like the scalpel that removes the
cancer.
The Holy Spirit is the consummate surgeon who remains with us forever. He is there in the
recovery room, putting all the right pieces back together again and bringing in all the ones that
were missing. He is the One who lifts us up out of our wheelchairs and begins the therapy
whereby we recover our ability to walk in the power of God with a new and purified heart, into
a fresh new life.
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But none of these graces will be of any avail to you or me unless we respond, by putting into
practice what we have been shown. How sad it will be on that day, when the Throne of
Judgment is before us and it is our turn to make an accounting of the many graces and lights we
were granted. If we do not respond to this request of Our Lady and Our Lord to come to Him
now and be refreshed, cleansed and empowered.
How beautiful the rewards and blessings for those who do respond, laying aside their worldly
pursuits and devoting more time to their Savior, to His sweetness, His promises, His surgery and
reordering of their lives.
Let us reflect on these words, "My just one shall live by faith and if he draws back I take no
pleasure in him.” For we are not among those who draw back and perish, but among those who
have faith and will possess life.

Be Prepared: Another 9/11 Coming
September 11, 2018
Jesus, You are our protector and deliverer. Hold us
close to Your heart, quicken us to pray, and save us on
that day. Amen.
My precious family, I am making this very short—I
thought! About an hour ago I thought it would be
short. But there is another message coming, it is from
the book, A Hope in Winter Comes, which is a collection
of the Blessed Mother's appearances to us. Anyway.
We finished that book, by the way, in the wee small
hours before the morning of 911. When we woke up, the twin towers were collapsing. A pretty
amazing way to wake up. And we thought it noteworthy that it happened RIGHT after we
finished the book.
This morning Ezekiel started trembling after he saw in the spirit, the Lord weeping in a picture
that he keeps with him.
Then he got a reading from Isaiah 33:2-24
Lord, be gracious to us; we long for you. Be our strength every morning, our salvation in time of
distress. At the uproar of your army, the peoples flee; when you rise up, the nations scatter.
Your plunder, O nations, is harvested as by young locusts; like a swarm of locusts people
pounce on it.
The Lord is exalted, for he dwells on high; he will fill Zion with his justice and righteousness. He
will be the sure foundation for your times, a rich store of salvation and wisdom and knowledge;
the fear of the Lord is the key to this treasure. Look, their brave men cry aloud in the streets;
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the envoys of peace weep bitterly. The highways are deserted, no travelers are on the roads.
The treaty is broken, its witnesses are despised, no one is respected.
The land dries up and wastes away, Lebanon is ashamed and withers; Sharon is like the Arabah,
and Bashan and Carmel drop their leaves.
“Now will I arise,” says the Lord. “Now will I be exalted; now will I be lifted up. You conceive
chaff, you give birth to straw; your breath is a fire that consumes you. The peoples will be
burned to ashes; like cut thornbushes they will be set ablaze.”
You who are far away, hear what I have done; you who are near, acknowledge my power! The
sinners in Zion are terrified; trembling grips the godless: “Who of us can dwell with the
consuming fire? Who of us can dwell with everlasting burning?”
Those who walk righteously and speak what is right, who reject gain from extortion and keep
their hands from accepting bribes, who stop their ears against plots of murder and shut their
eyes against contemplating evil—they are the ones who will dwell on the heights, whose refuge
will be the mountain fortress. Their bread will be supplied, and water will not fail them.
In your thoughts you will ponder the former terror: “Where is that chief officer? Where is the
one who took the revenue? Where is the officer in charge of the towers?” You will see those
arrogant people no more, people whose speech is obscure, whose language is strange and
incomprehensible. For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our lawgiver, the Lord is our king; it is
he who will save us. No one living in Zion will say, “I am ill”; and the sins of those who dwell
there will be forgiven.
Wow! There's a lot in Isaiah 33 for us to think about. This is edited—I pulled some parts out.
And it definitely alludes to the reign of Christ when He returns. But before that, quite a bit of
loss. People will be on fire. Who can dwell with the consuming fire. Who of us can dwell with
everlasting burning. Hmmm.
Well, we don't know if this event is going to be in Israel or if it's going to be on our soil. It's just
something we don't know. Not as yet.
And... interesting. While Ezekiel was getting this. He's been getting readings about this for days.
And the Wedding Feast of the Lamb. The Lord told me that the Rapture would be a surprise to
me. I would be VERY surprised if the Rapture came now. And I don't believe it's going to. I think
what's going to happen is that the feet of Clay and Iron is going to get smashed. Everything's
going to be turned upside down and we’re gonna get a reprieve from the terrible corruption
that has ruled the Earth in every country. And it seemed to me that would come with the reign
of Christ. But the reign of anti-Christ hasn't come yet. So, we're not there yet. It seems like this
is almost a preview for the final scene.
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Okay. I got a reading about by Gary Whetstone in his book, Make Fear Bow. And my eyes just...
That's the way it is with the Lord. I'll see a book and it'll kind of catch my attention and I'll say, "I
wonder if that's a rhema." I'll go in there, and sure enough it'll be a rhema.
I opened to 9/11. He was in NYC when that happened.
Something is coming. Q has been warning us, the Lord has been warning us, that it's coming.
When 911 happened, Gary was on Manhattan Island. One moment he and his son were above
ground on public transportation, looking at the twin towers. Then they went underground and
when they came up, one tower was already gone. They were like three blocks away from
Ground Zero. Oh, that was amazing! They came up out of the subway and people were covered
in ashes, running by them.
He makes an excellent point in his book. and that's why I'm sharing this with you. Aside from
the fact that I thought it was pretty much not coincidental that the Lord brought 9/11 up.
His wife was watching it on TV and they were communicating. And they kept going over and
over the same scenes…while he was right there. And did not have it playing over and over again
in his mind, so he was much more calm.
The TV stations do that deliberately to increase fear and panic, which is what the Iron & Clay
Feet wanted to accomplish to justify the last war.
By the way, this is what I call the ruling-elite Satan worshippers: the Iron and Clay Feet. It comes
from the Book of Daniel chapter 2, the dream of Nebuchadnezzar of a huge statue made of
different elements. Gold and silver and bronze. Iron. And Clay and Iron feet. And it refers to the
reign of different kingdoms on Earth until the very end, which is the feet of the statue, clay and
iron mixed together, unable to hold. Then a fiery stone, which I believe is the Messiah, comes
from Heaven and destroys it.
We are living in those times, dear ones.
So please, pray, be prepared, be right with God and know that He is in ultimate control. And
prayer has the power to change everything. If God calls you into travailing prayer, go to Him
immediately.
Lord, have you anything to add?
Jesus began, “Fear nothing, for I hold each of you in the palm of My Hand and love you beyond
your human capacity to understand. Therefore, let NOTHING terrorize you. There is nothing that
takes Me by surprise. Live very much by the spirit and you will not fulfill the lusts of the flesh and
be in the wrong place at the wrong time.
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“The time is quickly approaching when the kingdom on Earth of the Iron and Clay feet will be
exposed to the blind and deaf public. No longer will the works of darkness remain hidden, for I
am the Light and I will expose them all.
"Your job is to stay in an attitude of prayer and repentance. Repent for your nation; repent for
your own sins. Do not point the finger or pass judgment. That is My job alone, and I do not take
kindly to those who think they are qualified to do My job for me.
“Part of the cleansing of this nation is the wakeup call, except this time it will be used to
accomplish good instead of evil.
"Pray much for your President and his staff. They are under tremendous pressures every day.
And it is only My grace that keeps them going. Their job is humanly impossible, but your prayers
lift them up and help them to cope and stand.”
Lord, will this attack be against Washington DC?
“Clare, I cannot tell you this. You have to lay down your curiosity, that endless source of
distraction, and rest in Me. I am God. I have prepared and am standing over the whole process
your nation faces. I will not let anyone down. Still, I must tell you that your prayers have an
amazing impact on what could or could not happen.
“All of you, be advised. You have averted disaster after disaster, because you took your heart to
prayer.
“Now in this time, prayer is still a mighty force writing the history of this world. Do not be
dismayed or permit the demons to hit you with condemnation, as they frequently do. If in one
moment you cannot pray as you would like, know that I have others covering for you, and in the
Divine economy, when they go down—you rise up. Always avoid the chains of condemnation,
for they weaken everything you do.
“Everything is orchestrated and anointed by My Spirit. Just watch, be prepared and vigilant over
your own souls, because Satan will try to avert your attention from prayer to some trinket or
distraction.
“When you feel the call to prayer, do not hesitate. Go quickly to prayer.”
So, my dear ones. This is the Lord’s message for today.
And please don’t panic. There's no need to panic. Just obey Him. Rest in Him. Be vigilant. If you
feel the call to prayer—don't ignore it. I love you dearly. God is in control.
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Well...dear Heartdwellers. That was the end of the message that I had for you today. After I had
finished editing it, the length was 11 minutes and 9 seconds long. This is a confirmation and
heads up from the Lord that something on the scale of 911 is about to happen.
So, I decided to go back and record this striking number confirmation for you to hear.
Now, I want to share something very, very important with you. There were some priests in
Hiroshima when the atomic bomb was dropped. They were in the church praying a Rosary,
three blocks from ground zero. Everything around them was completely destroyed, except the
building they were in.
And I just looked up some of the information for you. It's called The Miracle of Hiroshima. The
attack killed 80,000 people instantly. It may have caused about 130,000 deaths, mostly civilians.
Four priests were nearby the hypocenter of the attack, but they survived the
catastrophe, and the radiation that killed thousands in the months following had no
effect on them.
They were at the rectory of the church of Our Lady of the Assumption, one of the few
buildings that resisted the bomb blast. Father Cieslik wrote in his diary that they only
sustained minor injuries from the broken windows—but nothing resulting from the
atomic energy that was unleashed.
The doctors who took care of them afterwards warned them that the radiation they
received would produce serious lesions, as well as illness and premature death.
(Now, I might add to that, that they were in that area afterwards. And you know, being on the
site would have been enough for them to pick up radiation sufficient to cause problems later on
in their life.)
The diagnosis never materialized. (the article continues) No disorders ever developed,
and in 1976 Father Schiffer attended the Eucharistic Congress in Philadelphia and told
his story.
He confirmed that the other priests were still alive without any ailments. They were
examined by dozens of doctors, some 200 times, over the course of the following years,
without any trace of the radiation being found in their bodies.
They never doubted that they had been blessed with protection by God and the Blessed
Virgin Mary. “We were living the message of Fatima and we prayed the Rosary every
day,” they explained.
And for those of you who are interested in Fatima. Oh, some amazing prophecies came out of
the Fatima apparition. And I believe one of them was that the Catholic Church would lose the
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Faith. And that this war would end. That was WWI. But if the people didn't change their ways,
especially the way people dressed and were behaving—the looseness. The moral laxity that was
there. If they didn't change their ways, there would be another, worse war than the first World
War. And that would be the second World War.
So, her prophecies have been absolutely right on.
Heartdwellers, could it be that Our Lord introduced the Rosary to you for such a time as this?
Could it be that those of you who are humble enough to seek the intercession of Jesus’ mother,
will be unharmed during this event, if you are anywhere near it?
I believe this was the Lord’s reasoning, in part. Please consider praying the Rosary dear ones,
heed the call to prayer.
There are shorter Rosaries on the Internet than the one we put on our music site:
Heartdwellers Songs, which another YouTube site we have.
Or you can find the mysteries on the Internet and print them out. Remember, the power of the
Rosary has to do with the mysteries of the Lord's life, coupled with Our Lady's intercession on
your behalf and the behalf of the whole world.
The mysteries are the joyful, sorrowful, and glorious. And by the way, when you pray with a
rosary, it comes out to 153 Hail Mary's. Now, in the Scriptures, it was EXACTLY 153 fish that
they counted coming out of the nets when Jesus was waiting on the island for them, with their
breakfast.
So, with each decade, you meditate on a different mystery, such as the crowning of thorns, in
the sorrowful mysteries. So, there's 5 mysteries in all, in the Sorrowful. And five mysteries in
the Joyful and in the Glorious. Be sure to meditate on the mysteries of His life when you call on
her intercession in the Hail Mary's, because that's the heart of the rosary.
And anything else in your life that has NOT yielded to prayer, be like the young couple at Cana.
The wedding at Cana who ran out of wine. Jesus knew they were out of wine, but He didn't do
anything about it until His mother intervened. So, for those things you've been praying about
that haven't budged, no matter how much prayer and fasting you do. You still have a recourse
to her intercession. And I guarantee you, it is powerful. And her job is to bring Jesus closer to
you.
I love you all, dear ones. God bless you.
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More Prayers are Needed in This Hour
September 13, 2018
Lord Jesus, we need your strength and courage to
continue to offer sufferings for the world. Help us,
dear Lord, to persevere in prayer and self-denial. Help
us to love You more than ourselves. Amen.
Well, my dear Family, when I came into prayer and my
Bread of Life communion service, I was struggling with
a sense of weakness and fatigue, and did not feel like
praying the Rosary. But I didn’t want to disobey the
Lord, so I began praying for our nation.
After about the second decade of the Sorrowful mysteries of Jesus' life, I felt the Blessed
Mother’s presence in the room, and her sweetness washed over me. I know many of you who
have been praying the rosary have experienced that. Her presence is SO sweet. It's just
heavenly.
Deep, deep peace and sweetness settled throughout my being. I kept my spiritual ears opened,
because my head was now lifted the way it is during an apparition, and soon she began to
speak.
I did not see her, but I felt her presence so strongly. Her presence is like being bathed in honey.
I had just heard about an anti-Trump movie coming out soon and was grieved by the attitude I
heard from one of the actresses in the background. I was reminded of Jennifer Lopez
addressing the Hollywood crowd about rallying up and fighting, doing what they do best—I
presume: acting, creating movies that have a strong effect on people.
Oh, Lord, corruption is everywhere. As an actress I really liked her, but now I see Satan is also
behind her and she has embraced his values thinking that better than godly values. And that's
so sad.
Up until this point, I was praying. And as I said, there was some grief in my heart about a certain
film that's being made against Donald Trump. But for the first time, I felt deep, deep grief.
Really deep grief. And I could sense a real heaviness in our Lady's heart.
And this is one thing that commonly happens in the rosary. You start out praying, and as you
get deeper into the mysteries of the rosary. In this case, the Sorrowful. You begin to really
connect with the situation that you're praying for. It's a beautiful grace that comes along and
really elevates the prayer to something more than just a verbal prayer. There's a real intention
and passion behind it. And I was really connecting with the sadness in her heart.
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As I waited on Our Lady to say something, she began.
“Please, Clare. Tell them I need more prayers to be offered for your nation. The fight is
ferocious—to the death. The hatred is deep. Tell them, do not be afraid to pray the Rosary; it
will only bring you closer to my Son.
"Your tears for this nation, too, are powerful. Truly it is sickening to see how degenerate and
corrupt and blind the people have become. Many have been worked into a frenzy, and much
love and grace is necessary to put an end to this. My heart, too, is sick for this nation, but I see
what she shall be when this work is completed.”
What about the Rapture, Mother?
“It is very near, and much depends on how people mount upward to support their President.
This is America’s chance, Clare. If they fail, the consequences will be devastating, and you will
soon be with us in Heaven. But if everyone rises up and takes a role in changing what has been,
the outcome will be very different, and the Father will give more time.
“These words I am speaking to you, Clare, carry much responsibility and weight in them. If there
is not more prayer, more sacrifice, the outcome will not be good.
“Please, my children, do not be afraid to pray the Rosary. I promise you great blessings if only
you will obey. I have a key to my Son’s heart, because He has placed me in this position over
your country, and He is waiting to see how many of you will honor His simple request.
"In the meantime, I carry America and all of you in my heart and I am praying with you.
“I force no one. I only ask. And if it is just too much for some, at least they could pray the Divine
Mercy Chaplet, for there is nothing more powerful than my Son’s Body and Blood. I am your
Mother of Mercy.”
And after she said that, I said, "Lord?" Wanting Him to speak.
Jesus began, “She has said what was needed, Clare, and truly in this moment I have nothing
more for you. She spoke the truth when she said I was waiting. My heart is very sad for those
who have planted their feet and hardened their hearts. They are a disappointment to Me.
“But I love them, nonetheless. I understand the roots of their culture and tradition go deep. I am
just disappointed about their blindness to the Scriptures.
“I appreciate that you are making one more try. I will bless that endeavor."
And what the Lord was referring to was that I want to clarify for you, in one last message,
Scripturally who Mary is. And what her assignment from God is in the Body of Christ. So that
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there will be no more excuses, no more misunderstandings, no more twisting of Scripture. No
more calumny of what her job is. It'll be crystal clear when I get done with it. And it will be what
I use for every person who comes against me with lies about her role.
This is not an easy job, Heartdwellers. Understand that there is a Religious spirit akin to the
Jewish people about Jesus. In other words, I've never met with such resistance and such
blindness anywhere—other than telling a Jew about Jesus. In the Scriptures. All the prophecies
that He fulfilled. And STILL. STILL they don't accept His role as Messiah!
And this is the exact same feeling I'm running up against with people who simply will not look at
the Scriptures and draw their own conclusions as to who Mary is. And how the Lord
deliberately outlined her mission in the Scriptures. And basically, what it boils down to is an
Obtuse spirit and a Religious spirit.
You think a Religious spirit is bowing before a statue. No. That's not a Religious spirit. A
Religious spirit is Obtuse. It can't understand what Scripture says clearly, because it has a twist
on it that is just cemented in their minds. And they can't get over it. No matter how much logic
you give them, there's still some reason why they can't accept it.
And that's what you have with the Jewish people not accepting their Messiah. It's the same,
exact spirit that comes up against the intercession of Mary.
So, I'm gonna give you all the Scriptures I can to help you understand her role, so that I will not
be held accountable before the Lord for not explaining to you, crystal clear, from the Scriptures,
her role that was assigned to her from Jesus.
And I'm going to try to get that out to you within the next two days. You can decide for
yourselves, based on Scripture, what her role is.
And for those of you who are so dead-set against Mary, I'd really, really like you to consider...
You might be wrong. You might not know everything. And you might not have all the answers.
Please, be very careful what you assign to the devil and what you assign to the Lord. And do
your Scriptural research. Look at the Scriptures from a different perspective.
That was a very long aside. The Lord had something else to say.
He began, "Cling to Me. In all the storms, My People. Cling to Me and pray when your heart is
touched. Many of you are moving boulders aside with your prayers, and I deeply appreciate
your faithfulness.
"Cling to Me."
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Extinction Level Event Planned by The Clay Feet
September 14, 2018
Oh, dear Lord, have mercy. How treacherous these
times are, and we need Your mercy so badly. Lord,
have Mercy on the ignorance of Christians and others;
they know not what they do. Amen.
Dear ones, we have a new and serious prayer
intention—which explains a great deal about why my
husband, Ezekiel, is suffering right now. And others on
the prayer Team. One in particular one is struggling
for her life right now. And probably many of you as well are going through some very heavy
things at this time.
The information I'm going to share with you comes from one of our prayer warriors, who also
has a good 40 years of experience in the military with intelligence. This is not classified
information, but the source is highly credible.
And that is that an Extinction Level Event is being planned by The Clay & Iron Feet. And I've
explained to you before who they are.
This is what he said, “President Trump has the clay and iron feet in a panic and in his crosshairs.
They are threatening an (ELE) Extinction Level Event from the large object photographed in
front of the Sun the last couple of days. Without getting too technical, it's a large directedenergy machine that destroys with fire. Our prayers and God's blessings will destroy this space
weapon, which has been made with Satanic Technology.”
And I think what he means here is that these people are definitely in league with the aliens.
Absolutely. They have technology from the aliens that they're using, or trying to use against
America.
Please, Heartdwellers, continue your prayers for the safety of the President, the nation and the
world.
One of President Trump’s veteran secret service agents was poisoned to death while testing a
hygiene item meant for the President and his wife. And now they are threatening an extinction
level event, because Donald doesn't back down. He's going after the criminals, the traitors. And
something on the order of a comet hitting the Earth or the violent eruption of a super volcano,
such as Yellowstone, is an extinction level event. Very serious.
Although, on my part, I can't imagine that the antiChrist would want to mess things up so badly
he couldn't come and rule and have everyone worship him. I mean, Scripture has to be fulfilled.
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Those things have to happen. There has to be enough of the Earth left for those things to be
able to happen.
But, my dearest Heartdwellers. This news and these signs are ominous. The Lord's tone, Our
Lady's demeanor were very, very somber. Even though we have prophetic words, all these good
things are on the horizon—they are not set in concrete! 'Cause much of what will and will not
happen is a matter of prayer. And if we don't pray with great seriousness, there are NO
guarantees that all the wonderful things will happen after this nation has been righted.
And what I want to draw your attention to, briefly, is that people who move in prophecy - they
are not always given 'cast in concrete' events. Much depends on our response and our prayers.
It's terribly wrong and unfair to call someone a false prophet, because something they said
didn't come about. I mean, just like Jonah. He went through Nineveh warning people what was
going to happen, and the people repented. And it didn't happen!
So, Jonah was not a false prophet. But Nineveh wasn't destroyed. So, you have to ask yourself,
well—what does that mean? It basically means that repentance and prayer can stop these
events from happening.
So, when we're given a word about the future being full of hope and revival, and all kinds of
wonderful things. We're given a word about that—yes, that can happen! But if people grow
cold and lukewarm, something else might happen and it may never happen the way God
intended it to happen. I personally think that it might take a very dramatic event to wake up the
people who are slandering Donald Trump. Something has got to get their attention. They just
don't get it, they're just floating on the surface, going along with whatever they hear in the
MSM. And not going any deeper. And I think the Lord has His limits as to how much He's gonna
allow of this.
He told us that He would reassess the situation in three years, if we continued to change and
pray. To repent. That was August 7th, 2016.
We are now on our way through the third year, and because of all the anti-Trump poison and
people aligning themselves unwittingly to the ruling elite and the iron and clay feet (the last
kingdom to fall before the coming of Jesus to rule on Earth). Because of that, good people are
literally tearing down their salvation by denouncing this administration.
This is very, very serious and only very, very serious prayer is going to hold back God’s wrath
and bring us into a few years of peace and massive conversion that was offered to us.
Notice I said, ‘offered' to us. Not ‘promised.’
No, it was not promised. It was projected by Jesus on the terms and conditions that we pray,
and repent, and get serious about living a holy life and electing holy officials and supporting
holy agendas.
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Now. So many have been slandering and downgrading this good president, that even good
Christians have sided with antiChrist Obama and his shadow government. Can you believe
this??? Good Christians siding with Satan, because they don’t like Donald’s personality? Or
maybe Donald's projected-by-the-media personality?? Not what he's really like.
They like Obama’s personality better, and arch-deceiver! And would elect him in a heartbeat if
they could.
Do you think this is a stench in the Lord’s nostrils? I guarantee you it is.
How much more is He going to tolerate from people? How much more slander against a
righteous leader will He write off as ignorance? I fear for these Christians who have been so
misled they would rather have someone in office that endorses cutting babies apart at the 9th
month and pulling the pieces out of their mother’s womb—rather than defending the life of
that child.
How blind can we be???
This is why we need serious prayer, dear ones. Very serious prayer. So, please. Forget about
controversies over doctrine or the rosary for the moment. Forget about that, and get on your
knees and pray for this nation! Because what is being leveled against us is serious.
And ALL of us are getting Rapture readings. Everybody's getting Rapture readings left and right.
And if we don't intervene with prayer, that's going to happen.
The Lord bless you, dear ones. I'm on my knees, as well. We're all praying, praying, praying for
the Lord's mercy over this nation.
Lord Jesus, do you have something to say?
Jesus began, "I do. I never intended that this nation should turn against the man I put in office.
Because the public eats up superficial information and bases their opinions on personality rather
than performance, they have backed themselves into a box canyon. It is to be expected that the
‘clay feet’, as you call them, Clare, should be ruthless in denouncing Trump and do everything in
their power to unseat him from the presidential office.
“But it is not to be expected that those who call themselves by My Name should rise up against
My choice and denounce him. This will have tragic consequences if it continues.
"But there are more for him than against him, even though the media has done a fine job of
making it look the opposite.
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“The question in this hour is, ‘Do you, America, want the good I have promised you through this
time? Do you want massive conversions and the blossoming of My Kingdom on Earth? And are
you willing to fight for it—or do you want the socially acceptable political party to triumph?
“Your intelligence is not deep enough, and yet you rise up against the man I gave you for this
job. I need you to put down your opinions and back him 100%, or I will allow you to have what
you've asked for.
“The choice is yours, My People. You don't know what you are playing with. You don't
understand the stakes in this hour. They are very high, indeed.
“And only the very strongest, most formidable prayers will turn this situation to your favor. Your
prayers can destroy this weapon of mass destruction they are intending to deal fatal blows with.
Your prayers can uphold what is right and good and bring all that is evil to a standstill.
“So, I am asking you not to complain over your sacrifices, sufferings, losses, and difficulties.
Rather, rejoice that you have something to offer Me to hold back the terrors that, in the end,
must come to pass because they are written.
“History is in the hands of those who pray. The will of the people must overwhelmingly be heard
to bring evil to a standstill.
“Pray, pray, pray in this hour. It is imperative. I will answer those prayers. You will find favor
with My Father.
"Pray.”

Your Prayers Are Working, But Time is Short
September 16, 2018
Lord Jesus, could we please hear some good news? We
need to get our hearts in a more positive place and
healing for the difficult words that have passed
through this Channel lately. Please comfort us.
Jesus began, “I can tell you this much: your prayers are
working. There are so many threats to Earth right now
that the Father is looking for every excuse to extend a
blanket of Mercy over the Earth. And yes, the Divine
Mercy Prayer is still very, very effective.
“Oh, My dear, dear children. I am trying so hard to prepare you for what is coming. I am doing
My very best through this Vessel, who is doing her very best to arm you with what you need. For
she will not be with you much longer.
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“I have given her the choicest wine for you to drink, because you need strengthening and
equipping. You still are not equipped the way the Early Apostles were when they were
undergoing persecution and being fed to lions. They had the Bread of Life, My Body and Blood
under the appearance of bread and wine.
"I gave you the story of the young man martyred for his faithfulness in protecting Me from the
eyes of scorners. I gave it to prepare you for what you are lacking. I even gave you a
dispensation two years ago when the Rapture was on the horizon.
“Take advantage of every gift I give this Vessel to share with you, because many, many, many of
you will need it. Those of you who have been living for others have nothing to fear—I will take
you in the Rapture.
"Those of you who just have not been able to make a decision to live a pure life for Me… will
most likely stay to work out those details.
“Those of you who are Catholic and know you are the Remnant preparing remnant
communities—you know I have asked you to remain to carry on the faith and minister to the
thousands left behind. You have been in training for this all of your lives, and are nearly ready.
“But I grieve for you, My Children, who are so proud and hard-hearted that you cannot accept
the Kingdom of God like a little child. May I say? I am weary of contending with you, and so is
this Vessel.
"You have put a very heavy burden on her and caused her to stop, to minister to your
stubbornness and pride. But she loves you. And I love you so very, very much. And I have asked
My Father to give you a heart of pure gold and discernment beyond your years, that nothing will
stop you from embracing the gifts I have left behind on this Channel."
By the way, as an aside. Gold is SOFT. It's soft. It's not hard.
Jesus continued, “And I know many of you are also weary and confused. It is the adult within
you that is confused. The little child has recognized My voice on this Channel, and I have waited
as long as I possibly could to instill confidence in this Vessel—so I could add to your treasures of
faith and FULLY equip you for what is now on the horizon.
“I ache inside, dear ones. I ache for you. How difficult these times will be. You have heard so
much and it is terrorizing. But you have no idea what it will be like to live in this confusion and
persecution.
"Trust Me with your whole hearts. Lean not on your own intellect, but cleave to Me. And
remember you will not survive the coming trials unless you live totally in My Will from minute to
minute, hour to hour, day to day, until I return.
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“The things that are going on underneath the Earth are horrific. The preparation of abominable
creatures to seek out and destroy Christians is beyond comprehension. Yet when push comes to
shove, you will still have Me. And for those who have received My mother into their hearts, she
will be with you also, and bring you great consolation and steadfastness in that hour.
“I will indeed give you respite and courage along the way. I will indeed visit you with sweet
moments away from the grueling life of survival. I will also feed and clothe you. If you live by
faith, you will lack nothing. Your wounds will heal, your sicknesses will fall away with the
application of My Holy Name.
“But many of you are putting off living this way, and for you, it will be more difficult. You will
have to break the habit of relying on man. You will be stripped of everything but Me—and yet if
you have Me, you will have everything.
“So much wonder awaits you in Heaven, and I long to have you with Me. But there are those
among you who are incomplete in the glorious destiny of Sainthood. And for you, there is still
time to learn and accomplish what you were sent to Earth to do.
“Do not be afraid, rather thrust yourself upon My heart and ask for strength. Many of you will
receive My true Body and Blood, because I will be with you when you pray over the bread and
wine, because it was impossible for you to receive holy orders before the Rapture. But there are
many who will be ordained after the Rapture to serve their brothers and sisters."
And I wanted to share with you. One of our prayer team had a startling dream the other night.
In their dream, a light shone all around them—brilliant, brilliant light. And it was Jesus. And
they couldn't quite see His face, but they saw Him. And the Lord spoke to them and said, 'You
will be left behind to serve your brothers and sisters.' And then he woke up. And that was the
vision that he had, the dream that he had.
Now, I don't believe the Lord would have given him that confirmation—'cause he already knew
that in his heart. I don't believe the Lord would have given him that confirmation if we weren't
close to that time.
Jesus continued, “There is still hope for a reversal of what is coming, but I must tell you it is time
to prepare. And your best preparation is to live by faith, and be intimately connected to Me—
not allowing yourself to compromise for any creature; not husband, not children. But be true to
Me.
“Clare, I gave you a reading. I wish for you to share with them now.”
Yes He did give me a reading. And actually, He gave me more than one.
(Clare's phone beeps) Six point five earthquake on the Fiji Islands. Yep. Nibiru is approaching
the Earth, and that's going to be part of the Tribulation. And there's a link in the last message
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that a lady left with us about a woman who disclosed why we're having so much trouble seeing
it. Explaining quite a few things. And then, she disappeared from the air. I don't know what
happened to her, but she was paid a very unfriendly visit and threatened. And then she just
disappeared. First thing she said in the video was, "I'm not afraid to die." So, maybe she's
proceeded us in Heaven. We'll see...
I know I got this reading just a little bit ago today. It's taken from There Are No Bigots in
Heaven. This is what it says. And this is about Ezekiel and I, as the Lord took us through
different churches.
"We began to recognize these characters in every single church we visited. Religious
spirits who quenched the Spirit of God. Bigots who had strong opinions based on error
and lack of personal experience and research. We found that we, too, were bigots, who
had all kinds of obnoxious ideas that pushed people away from Jesus instead of drawing
them tenderly to His bosom.
"That is when we resolved that we would no longer allow those traits in our ministry.
The Lord had taken us on an odyssey into different cultures and revealed to us that they
sincerely worshipped God in Spirit and in Truth. We wanted to live on Earth as they do
in Heaven—without bigotry and divisions, just loving and worshipping Jesus from the
heart, as His Bride—in Spirit and in Truth.
"So, this is all to say, if you sense different forms of Christianity in our teachings, you'll
understand why. We went wherever we were led by Holy Spirit, and whatever He had
sown in those churches that was consistent with Scripture, we embraced and made our
own. Because we believe with all our hearts, this is the true atmosphere of Heaven.
"We are not church dwellers, we are Heart Dwellers, dwelling in the heart of Jesus… a
Heart that embraces all expressions of love and worship from His Creatures, whether
they be Russian, Greek, black, white Anglo-Saxon protestants, holy rollers, or Catholic…
whatever. If they love Him in Spirit and in Truth, He rejoices in their worship and
receives it unto Himself with tremendous joy.
And that came from There Are No Bigots in Heaven. Google that, through Still Small Voice, and
it'll bring up when that was. I wanted to mention that to you, because it came up.
And then there was another reading:
"My People, I look forward with great longing to the Day they realize I am the Heart of
the Law, and the fulfillment of all the prophets and all that is written. I Am more than
their Savior. I Am the Incarnation of the Living God. And through My life on this Earth, I
demonstrated the substance of their Faith, and how I require them to live."
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(Jesus continued) "I want to leave no one behind, but some of you have hardened your hearts
towards each other and have trampled the innocent and the blind. Many of you on the Internet
have taken shots at one another. You wounded, crippled, and left them to die. Isolated, despised
and without the fruits of their labor. Unless you repent and are found to be blameless, you
might as well start making plans to stay here. You will not be taken.
"Love is My standard. Patience. Long-suffering. Kindness. Mercy. Meekness. The Beatitudes. This
IS the description of My Bride. If you are willfully countering the Beatitudes, you still don't have
My heart. You still don't resemble Me.
"My Bride MUST resemble Me.
"My Brides—you are stunningly beautiful. And the enemy hates the very mention of you. That is
why he is waging war on this Channel. He cannot stand to see the beauty of brotherly love,
patience, caring for one another. He hates you for it.
"On other Channels, he has succeeded in causing Division, strife and calumny. But here, he is a
miserable failure. That is why you are being targeted. Your vigilance and obedience will keep
you in Peace.
"I bless you now with My patience and endurance in these trials. Do not let your hearts grow
bitter, exhausted, despondent. Know that each one of these things is a work. A HARD work. And
you will not lost your reward in Heaven."
Amen to that.
And that was taken, those except by the way, were taken from the Rhema book.
And I just wanted to let you know I'm working on the document for Mary. I may end up doing it
in portions, because it's so, so involved. And so deep. And I haven't been able to work on music,
'cause I've been tied up with that. But I may end up putting it down in little pieces here and
there, because it's just a very big project.
So, the Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers. I love you tenderly and pray, pray, pray for you. That
you'll be able to receive every gift the Lord Jesus has for you.
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Scripture Reveals Mary’s Role in the Church pt. 1 of 7
September 17, 2018
My precious family. I understand that some of you are
really having misgivings about the Lord Jesus asking
you to ask Mary to pray for you. It is for this reason
that I am going to give you all I have from the
Scriptures that explains clearly what her role in the
Church is, according to the Word of God.
So, this will be number one in a seven-part series.
I want to begin by telling you that Ezekiel and I have been to Heaven numerous times, and go
there at will. For that reason, I have cultivated a relationship with many saints in Heaven. And
my relationship with Mary—mine and Ezekiel's—stretches back about 25 years. Including the
apparitions where she appeared in Jacksonville, Florida
So, what I am going to share with you from the Scriptures is also backed by experience, both in
Heaven and on Earth, for the past 25 years.
If you have been on this Channel for a long time, and tested the Spirit to see if it be of God, I
would like you to take a fresh perspective on the importance of these Scriptures. As you did
with John 6 and the Body and Blood of Jesus.
And even I want you to reflect on the foot washing. You don't understand right now why I am
doing this. Nothing that is recorded in the Scriptures that He said was just an idle word. ALL of it
had very deep meanings. Some meanings were on the surface and some were very deep. The
ones that seemed like one thing on the surface also had other meanings when you delve more
deeply into them. And for that reason, the recording of the wedding at Cana is very significant.
But I'm not going to go into that yet.
I would also like you to delve deeply into your hearts and see where this repulsion for Mary's
intercession is coming from. Is it something you've heard from other non-Catholics over the
years? Because the main objection that comes up is, "It is wrong to pray to Mary. It's wrong to
worship Mary. And there is only one mediator: Christ Jesus."
Every one of those statements is a false perception of Mary's role. As I have stated too many
times to count, we don't pray TO Mary—we ask for her to pray FOR us, TO Jesus, because she is
a Christian in high standing with God.
We don't worship Mary, we venerate her—not only for her office as the mother of our Savior,
but also for the virtuous Christian life she led, and her sacrifice at the foot of the Cross as she
offered her Son up for you and I.
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And as far as there being only one mediator—the minute you ask your mother, your pastor or
brother, or an anointed minister to pray for you—you have just enlisted another mediator to
petition God on your behalf. So, all of these are lies and misconceptions.
So, on those grounds, there is absolutely no substance to those accusations about praying with
Mary.
Now I will examine the Scriptures that Jesus Himself put in the Scriptures, for His mother to be
recognized in her role. There are too many to make one video, so I am doing this in a series of
seven, until we arrive at Pentecost, with Mary in the room with the Apostles.
Here are the Scriptures about Mary that establish her sovereign role in the Church.
Matthew 1:15-17 Mary's lineage.
Eliud became the father of Eleazar. Eleazar became the father of Matthan. Matthan became the
father of Jacob. Jacob became the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary, from whom was born
Jesus, who is called Christ. So all the generations from Abraham to David are fourteen
generations; from David to the exile to Babylon fourteen generations; and from the carrying
away to Babylon to the Christ, fourteen generations.
Going deeper into research on these, it appears that Joseph and Mary were cousins, because
they had the same grandfather in common. But there was a second marriage in the family line,
which set them apart further. So, there is a slight variation there. But this makes a great deal of
sense, because we've gotta know in our hearts that she, too, was from the line of David.
This comes from St. Jerome, by the way, one of the early church fathers and scribes who
studied these things, and translated the scrolls into the first Bible. So, it appears that both were
of the house of David.
Now, here is the link to those articles. It will be in the comments, 'cause Carol always puts the
text from a message in the comments for that.
http://newtheologicalmovement.blogspot.com/2011/07/why-isnt-joachim-mentioned-injesus.html
The Angel appears to Mary beginning at Luke 1:26-28
Now in the sixth month, the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city of Galilee, named
Nazareth, to a virgin pledged to be married to a man whose name was Joseph, of David’s house.
The virgin’s name was Mary. Having come in, the angel said to her, “Rejoice, you highly favored
one! The Lord is with you. Blessed are you among women!”
By the way, those Scriptures are in the prayer we say in the Hail, Mary. The Lord is with you and
blessed are you among women.
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Scripture states, through the mouth of the angel who came to speak for God, as His messenger,
God's pronouncement over Mary. Three things:
~vs 28: Mary was highly favored by God. Her character was outstanding.
~vs 28: God is with Mary. I believe that means she had cultivated the presence of God in her
life, even at the tender age of 14. And this is substantiated by the Early Church Fathers who talk
about her being dedicated in the Temple when she was 6 years old.
~vs 28: Mary is Blessed among women. In other words, she is set apart above all other women
with a special blessing.
It is recorded from the historians of that era, that Mary was an only child and was dedicated to
the temple at the tender age of 6, and grew to maturity within the temple walls. As historical
tradition goes, she was recognized as gifted, and the priests sought a spouse for her who was
equally holy.
They called all the men together, that were potential spouses. And they gave each one of them
an almond branch, and had them carve their name on the almond branch and then gave them
back to the Temple priests. None of the branches bloomed. However, they heard of one other
man that had not responded to the call for the suitors to come in. And they called him. And
when he came in and put his name on it, they kept the almond branch - and it bloomed. So, the
one that blossomed indicated who was to be her spouse. And that was Joseph.
Luke 2:29-33 But when she saw him, (the angel) she was greatly troubled at the saying, and
considered what kind of salutation this might be. The angel said to her, “Don’t be afraid, Mary,
for you have found favor with God. Behold, you will conceive in your womb, and give birth to a
son, and will call his name ‘Jesus.’ He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High
God. The Lord God will give him the throne of his father, David, and he will reign over the house
of Jacob forever. There will be no end to his Kingdom.
Now, this Scripture reveals:
~vs 29: Mary was greatly troubled at his greeting. She was meek and humble and had no clue
about her status before God, the status of one who was worthy of an angelic visitation. And to
be the new Ark of the Covenant, carrier of Jesus.
~vs. 30: She will give birth to a king who will reign forever. Now THIS makes Mary a queen in
the eyes of God Only a queen can give birth to a king. Certainly, a commoner in God's eyes
would not receive this privilege.
Luke 2:34-38 Mary said to the angel, “How can this be, seeing I am a virgin?” The angel
answered her,
...And when she asked this question, dear ones. What comes to my mind as I believe that she
and Joseph discussed the possibility of being celibate. In their marriage being dedicated to God.
And then she was wondering 'how can this be? Because I'm not going to consummate the
marriage. I'm dedicated as a virgin to God. He's dedicated as a virgin to God.' This is MY
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interpretation. This is what strikes me that that's why she asked, 'How can this be? Seeing....I
am a virgin.'
The angel answered her, “The Holy Spirit will come on you, and the power of the Most High will
overshadow you. Therefore, also the holy one who is born from you will be called the Son of
God. Behold, Elizabeth, your relative, also has conceived a son in her old age; and this is the
sixth month with her who was called barren. For nothing spoken by God is impossible.” Mary
said, “Behold, the servant of the Lord; let it be done to me according to your word." The angel
departed from her.
Now, this is what this Scripture reveals:
~vs. 34: She was a virgin and had kept herself pure. And in fact, my take on this is that she had
no intention of conceiving a child. She was a virgin for the Lord. And so was Joseph. But that's
not in the Scriptures. That's just my perception. but certainly, she was a virgin.
~vs 35: The Holy Spirit came upon her and Father God, the Most High, planted the seed in her
womb. This makes Mary the Lord's spouse, without the contamination of carnal intercourse.
By the way, very interesting on the blood of Jesus. His DNA from the Father's side has only one
chromosome, the chromosome that determines the sex of a child. There were none for body
type, color of eyes or hair, stature, brain, etc. which is contrary to all other human beings born.
There are sets of chromosomes from the mother and the father. All of that was supplied by the
egg in Mary's womb. So, we can safely assume that Jesus resembled His mother.
If He is the Son of God, that makes Mary the Mother of God. Note, I didn't say she is God, or
she gave birth to God in the sense of God the Almighty. She is a creature, created expressly to
bear the Messiah. But her status as the mother of Jesus and the womb that was implanted by
Father God to grow in earns her that title. This explanation assumes that you know the doctrine
of God being Three Persons in One; Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
And very interestingly, in Heaven. Ezekiel was taken to a cabin up on a hill in the mountains, in
the deep forest. And there was God the Father in this very simple setting. A wooden table, a
round wooden table. Benches sitting there. And Mary had cooked something for them and put
it on the table. And she sat next to God the Father. And I believe that Mary and God the Father
are precious, dear friends. And that He enjoys her company very much, because of her
tremendous purity.
~vs 36: She did not argue with the angel and say, "But Elizabeth is too old?" She accepted at
face value what she was told by the angelic being. Again, it reveals her deep humility. And this
is in contrast to Elizabeth's husband, who doubted what the angel said.
~vs 38: Mary was immediately obedient. She didn't argue that she couldn't, because she was a
virgin. She didn't question what Joseph would do when she was discovered to be pregnant. This
reveals a saintly amount of confidence in God's providence.
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So, I'm going to stop there and we can look forward to the next edition of this: Scripture
Reveals Mary's Role in the Church.
The Lord bless you all, Heartdwellers. You're greatly loved.

Confession: I Allowed Distractions to Steal Time
September 18, 2018
Lord, I fall on your Mercy… I have nowhere else to go.
Please forgive me for wasting time, and help me make
the best use of the time left to me. Amen
Dear Ones, this is a confession. I don’t know how I
allowed this to happen, but I slacked off for three or
four days last week, as far as working on music goes.
Maybe that’s because of all the controversy on the
Channel, and I was kind of emotionally worked up,
trying to keep up with everyone. And it really did wear me out. But still, I don't believe that's an
excuse to cover it all.
I realized how precious that time was when the Lord started bringing up the Rapture, and that I
didn’t use it the way I should of. I laid down on the job and slept… and ate… and slept and ate.
Tiramisu, by the way... I was not fasting. So, I have a lot of making up to do.
And couldn’t bring myself to sit at the keyboard to finish a really special song that I've made for
you. So, I'm asking you to please forgive me, dear Family. And pray that I won't allow myself to
do these foolish things.
So, this morning, after I had interceded for several people... And by the way, I'd slacked off on
prayer for two days, too. This morning after I had interceded for several people, and the
President. And the world. I began my Rosary. I couldn’t settle on which events in Jesus’ life to
focus on during the prayer. So, I made some up—reflecting on His fast when He went out into
the desert, how He called His first Apostles, and how they responded.
And then I really lost track of the mysteries, because I was repenting with tears over my
foolishness. Time is so precious!
Then Our Lady became visible—which surprised me! And she bent down to dry my tears.
“I have blown it so badly” I said to her.
She replied, “Yes, but you have today. Do what you can today. Do it with all your heart, Clare.
Don’t allow yourself to be enticed by curiosity and side-tracks. You have so much to give, don’t
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let time slip through your fingers like sand. Rather, make sand castles to the Lord. Monuments
of your love for Him.
"To everything there is an ebb and flow. You have so much to give, give it with joy! Be resolute.
Don’t waste any more time, give with joy all that you have to give.“
Mother, I cannot believe that we are out of time. It just doesn’t make sense? That’s why I can’t
believe it.
She replied, “God’s ways do not make sense to human intelligence. But I want to encourage you
from today forward. Clare. Give it your best and leave the rest to His mercy. You know He is
merciful. You are very, very little. Very, very weak; very insufficient for this job. That’s why you
keep falling. Rely more on His strength when you get to the end of your own, fall on His mercy.
He waits for you to repent and fall on His mercy, so He can change things to your advantage.
“So much depends on prayer, so very much. And as you lead this flock, make it known to them
that He doesn’t want to call the End to it now—but lack of prayer and commitment has created
a void where the enemy can insert himself to the detriment of all. You cannot change that
alone. No, it takes an army of intercessors to make up for this breach. Perhaps, in His mercy, He
will allow a wake-up call rather than the Rapture. But you must remember: Scripture will be
fulfilled and there are many forces at work here.
“Just for today, and each day left to you, when you wake up, commit to doing all that He wants
done. Put your heart behind it, and work with holy resolve that you will minister in song the
messages He has given you. You will stay with it until it is done. You will call for help where your
strength leaves off, rather than giving up. You will press in, you will work to complete what
you’ve been given.
“You are only human, so apply yourself with all you have and leave the rest to Him. He sees
your efforts, your obstacles, and longs to strengthen you to finish your race. So, call on Him in
this manner, ‘Lord, You’ve given me a race to run. I am not even half-way through it, and
already I am weak and weary. Lift me up, Lord, above my adversaries and all the forces against
me. Lift me up, please, that I might be faithful to you. Amen.’
“Now, go in peace. I have spoken to you on behalf of my Son, to be encouraged to pick yourself
up one more time from your fall and recommit. He longs to strengthen you, Clare. He longs for
this. And sadly, you cannot do this alone. And you forget to come to Him for strength, thinking
you can. This is where you are missing it; you rely too much on yourself.”
Thank you, Mother.
Mary answered, “You see how little I am?"
She is VERY short, by the way...
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"And what I’ve been able to accomplish? It’s all Grace from Him. It’s all His strength, anointing
and provision, every last bit. Never could I have succeeded in my earthly mission without His
strength. Let that be a lesson to you, as well. Only when you abide in the Vine and depend
totally on its nourishment can you produce fruit. So, abide my dear one, and count on Him. He
will wipe away all your tears.”
Then I addressed the Lord, curious to see if He would answer me. 'Cause I feel pretty much out
of sorts with Him.
And I said, 'Lord, please forgive me. And forgive that I might fall again… but with Your help, I will
stand?'
Jesus replied, “I am here for you, Clare. Beloved Clare, I have not turned My back on you, but I
am cheering you on even as My mother has tried to do for you. I have sent her to have this
conversation with you so that the skeptical Heartdwellers could see there is nothing to fear from
her. She has never stolen My glory. She has always brought souls closer to me, and into My
embrace, even as you have, Clare. And I am so very grateful to you for your mission on this
Earth. You resemble her very much, always looking out for others to connect with Me. You have
no idea of what is waiting for you.
“I am asking you to rejoice over what you have been able to accomplish and stop weeping over
what is not yet done. I am asking this of you, Dearest. Please know that you have done much for
Me and I am well pleased with you.
“In the little time that is left to you, would you please do what you can? Would you please, every
day, try to finish a song? It doesn’t have to be perfect. Once it is sung, I can send others to sing it
more perfectly. But at least they will have the song, and your voice—which is precious to Me,
with all its cracks and fizzles. Stay hydrated, there is much more to your voice than you can
express when you are dehydrated.”
And then the Lord began to address all of us, Heartdwellers. “If some of you are hurting,
because you are not ready—pray for an extension of time. But understand: the antiChrist has
made himself known to the world. The stage is set and slowing it down is no easy task. For you?
It is like rolling the stone from My tomb up the hill of Calvary—single-handed.
“I need much more prayer than I am getting from you, My people. I need much more fasting and
the effort. Much more travail. My mother has spoken the Truth, there is a void where there
should be prayers. And everyone seems to have grown weary of applying themselves."
Boy, I'm sure guilty of that.
“I have had to pull some suffering from some vessels and give it to others, but I wish more would
volunteer to take it on. Remember: inconveniences of every sort are sufferings, too. Harsh words
from others are sufferings; having to wait is suffering. It’s not just all about sickness. It has to do
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with denying yourself and picking up your cross in any form it comes to you. Anytime there is
suffering, there is grace being released.
“So, My cherished vessels, do what you can for your people and the world. The fate is not yet
sealed, but it is impending. Your tiny contribution makes a very big difference.
“I love you all so deeply, that there is not a second I do not shed a tear for your sufferings. Pray
for more time, more grace, more mercy—and back it up. At the very least, it will be applied to
souls who have no one to pray for them.”
And that was the end of His message.
And I just want to add, my precious Family. Some of us are beginning to sound like Pharisees on
this Channel. I am not going to answer the same questions over and over again, they will just be
deleted. But now we have a playlist of everything the Lord has given us about Mary. So go
ahead and check the playlist for Mary out, and listen to it. And you'll find the answers you're
looking for.
The Lord bless you all. And I'm working on a song for you, and the next Mary video, as well. God
bless you all.
And I want to take a moment to thank those who have contributed to the ministry. We have
been able to help a lot of people because of your help. We just bought several loads of
firewood for families out on the mesa who are very, very poor. They have children and they're
burning sagebrush to keep themselves warm. But we've got a woodcutter that works with us.
He gets them very nice wood.
So, thank you so much for taking care of our needs and the needs of the poor.

Possible Jihad in America
September 19, 2018
Thank you Lord for your promise of safety in a time of
danger. Quoting from Psalm 91: “Because he loves
me,” says the Lord, “I will rescue him.” Please help
those who are not ready to press in and take Your
warnings seriously. Amen.
Well, today was a welcomed break when Jesus invited
me to dance. Nothing fancy. We were dancing in a
very different way, as a matter of fact. Our arms were
down by our sides, but elbows bent and holding one another’s forearms and gazing into each
other’s eyes, and swaying gently to the music. It was so sweet and so comforting.
'Thank you for dancing with me, Lord.'
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Jesus began, "It was My delight."
Huh... Thank You. Please, Lord. I am listening. What do You want to say today?
"I’m so happy to be here with you, Clare. So very happy, and I love it when we are in the Palace
together.”
I do, too. It has become a home to me. And it just happens so quickly. All of a sudden, I'm there!
“And indeed, it is home to you; your forever home.
“But many of your people are not ready. Very many. Life has gone on as usual and they’ve
forgotten to prepare themselves for the Rapture. They have fallen back into the world again.
That is one reason why I am giving you Rapture indicators. They just are not ready. There are
many young ones who yet have not got a properly prepared conscience.”
Yes, I get that... My own family. And I can't push it. Umm... all I can do is lay it out and pray.
That's as far as I can go with it. But suffice it to say, some of my family is not coming in the
Rapture. And I think, also, some of them want to stay and help others. Which is virtuous—but I
don't know if they really understand what they're coming up against. What it's really gonna be
like.
Jesus continued, “There is just enough time to spark a light under them, goad them on, chide
them gently. Yet many will stay, because it is their destiny. How I wish for them to be prepared,
but they are so far from prepared. Their lives are filled with clutter, wasting time on things that
will have no value to them when it hits. I know about that scorn button… it’s hard; very hard."
Yeah, I can see the waste of time, alright. But if I bring something up, it's just like brick wall.
He continued, "But you have to keep on going even when your counsel is not accepted, and you
are not respected for who you are.
“Things were the same in My family. Of course, My mother knew, as did My father. But
relatives…? No, they would never accept that there was something different about Me. So, I had
to let it go. And you will have to do the same, for a prophet is not without honor, except in their
own home and city.
“Now, you had several questions of Me about the Al-Aqsa Mosque?"
That's the Dome of the Rock.
He continued, "This event is still underway and planned. However, there are other scenarios, as
well. And with prayer, I have been able to take them down, such as the bombs on the ship.”
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There were bombs on a Chinese ship. It was headed for DC and I'm not sure where else. New
York, DC and various government agencies.
He continued, “They are no longer a threat. But there are still many threats, not the least of
which is the Muslim jihadists. When the Dome of the Rock is destroyed, unless something
changes, cell groups will be activated. This is something I want you all prepared for.
“Yes, you see it could come nigh your dwelling. But My angels are stationed and it is My Spirit
that inspired Ezekiel to pray Psalm 91 every day over the family."
Yeah, I know when there was that national incident, the people up north of Taos in Amalia. We
used to live there. It's a real wilderness area there—nothing but elk and bear and lion.
And...yeah, we lived there and that's where that group was that was a jihadist group training
children to go out to schools and shoot people. And we have a mosque not too far from here,
here in the mountains in Taos. And I know of several different camps. A huge training camp
about 50 miles from here. So, we're not in any way, shape, or form exempt from attack.
In fact, one day, Ezekiel and I were down by the canyon and the river. The Rio Grande River—
it's really very beautiful in the canyon. Coming home, where we stopped, three Middle Eastern
guys got out of a car and were just kind of hanging around, talking and stretching their legs. And
I just got a very strong feeling that they were a cell. I don't know if that was true—but, here we
are, out in the middle of nowhere.
Jesus continued, “With every member of the clay feet that is brought to justice, the risk
increases. Prayer is no longer any kind of option; it is an absolute necessity. And I want you to
make that perfectly clear to the Channel. The greatest protection you have is prayer. Guns are
not an option—you are way outnumbered. That time may come, but not when you are still here.
“You see how important this is?”
I do, Lord.
“Please get everyone to pray Psalm 91 and be on the alert for activated cells. You have many in
Taos, believe it or not. For the most part, they are trained to go out of the area. This will be safer
than the cities.
"But do not incite fear, incite prayer.
“In the meantime, I am highly blessed by your efforts with music. Please do not slack off. Please
press in."
Okay, dear ones. So, I am digging up music that is publishable, putting it up on the new Music
Channel. With a teaser on the regular, Still Small Voice Channel. Things that I was waiting to
make better than what they are. And I'm gonna really apply myself in trying to get them out.
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So, that's the next thing you have to look forward to.
I love you all very dearly. And thank you, thank you so much for supporting us and for praying
for us. We need that so badly. And we really, really appreciate it. I know the Lord will bless you
greatly for your efforts on our behalf.
And I just want to make a recommendation that you get on Bible Hub or someplace and get a
download, an mp3, of Psalm 91 that you can listen to over and over again. And that will be a
strengthening Psalm and is also praying protection over you at the very same time.
But the Lord is asking that we all pray this Psalm, every day over our families. God bless you,
Heartdwellers. We love you dearly.

Mysteries Revealed about Mary 2a of 7
September 20, 2018
Thank You, Lord Jesus, for taking the time to share
these revelations about Your Mother. I am beginning
to see that she was the first fruits of Believers and so
many things you did for and with her are a model for
us on Earth, including her amazing departure from
Earth. Which i will share, by the way, Dear Ones, in
number 7 of the series.
So, my dear Heartdwellers, some of you have been
with me for almost five years, and I have always done my very best to be transparent before
you. I withheld Mary the Mother of Jesus from you out of obedience, although my heart ached
to tell you about her intercession, her friendship, her protection.
Speaking of which, the demons have always been allowed to interfere with Ezekiel and I in
making music together. He is a wonderful guitarist and vocalist, but something would always
pop up between us, just the littlest thing would really mess us up, and then we’d call it quits.
With a bad taste in our mouths...
But two nights ago, for some inexplicable reason, we were able to work together seamlessly.
And he felt such satisfaction, in contrast to 25 years of frustration. And hopefully I'll have that
piece of music out for you tonight. And I want to thank you, Heartdwellers, for praying for my
music. It helps a great deal.
I said inexplicably, but halfway through our recording session I caught a glance of Our Lady
standing before my altar, smiling. She had come and covered us with her angels, the ones
assigned to her. Yes, she had intervened and was protecting both of us from anything that
could have spoiled our recording session.
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I told Ezekiel, “Honey, Our Lady is here. She is standing before the altar.” He didn’t see her, but
he thanked her. Because he knows that she's very present to him, so much of the time. He has
a tremendous devotion to Mary because she has been such a wonderful friend to him.
And Mary did something so sweet, after I said that. She took two steps in my direction, put her
motherly arm around me and said, “Thank you for telling him!” Aww. So sweet! She is very
diminutive, certainly not an inch over five feet. So, she blessed us with a breakthrough.
She has also tamed that black panther I've been struggling with for 30 years. Just as I saw her
on Lily Pad Island over a year ago or so, when Jesus took me there in the canoe. I got out and
Our Lady was there waiting for me. And she was sitting with the black panther resting by her
side, all the viciousness was gone. And I took that to mean that she would help me overcome
my black panther. You see what she can do when you ask for her prayers?
And I haven’t had an attack of Lust for things in a very long time, certainly not distracted by
them the way I used to be. I steer clear of temptations, which are occasions of sin.
I had just dedicated my music to her and put myself under her protection, and I asked her
deliberately, 'Please pray for Ezekiel and I, and that we can work together.' And she
accomplished in an hour what we’ve been praying to God to do for a good 20 years, without
any success.
Yes, Ezekiel and I have worked together a very few times, very few… But I would say 75% of the
time it ended in argument, or a misunderstanding and frustration That's before I gave it to her
to oversee and help us. Good prayer warrior!
Well, I have digressed. What I am wanting to say to you, dear ones, is what kind of shepherd
would I be, if I withheld Mary from you after Jesus told me to release the teachings? What—for
losing half the Channel? Losing perhaps a livelihood and salaries for our helpers? I've been in
poverty before, and I'll go back to poverty if I have to. But I'm not gonna compromise. For being
accused before the Christian community again?
This time, in their eyes, there’s no excuse. “She’s a Mary worshipper! See she bows before
statues and worships Mary!” And yes, I will kneel before a statue that represents a saint when I
call on their intercession. And I thank them profusely for their prayers and even companionship.
But I will never worship a statue. Or a saint.
In order to come under the condemnation of the second commandment, "Thou shalt not make
to thee any graven image. Thou shalt have no other gods before me." A graven image is by
definition, "a carved image used as an idol." Seems like Christian teachers took it a little too far
in saying you can't have paintings, photos, statues—or things of that nature. Wouldn't you say?
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In other words, that statue of Mary is a representation of who she is before God. If I
worshipped her, then it would be a graven image. But I don't worship Mary. I venerate and
respect her profoundly. I also adore her sweetness, the way you would adore the sweetness in
a newborn's face.
Don't bother to argue this point with me, guys. If you can't understand what I said, you have an
Obtuse spirit.
Obtuse: annoyingly insensitive or slow (or unable because of bias or bigotry) to understand.
The point is, while Moses was on the mountain with God, in the very same session, God gave
Moses the pattern for the Ark, the carved angels over the Mercy Seat. And then the tablets
saying that, "You shall have no other God beside Me". No graven image.
And those stones went inside this tabernacle of the Ark, with carved images of angels hovering
over the Mercy Seat. Now how do you resolve THAT? In one moment, He's saying, "Don't have
any graven images." And the next moment, He's telling Moses what the angels were to look
like, and what they are to be made out of.
How can we be so blind???
Well, I for one think Satan knows the power conveyed by a statue or image, and that Heaven
can manifest through a statue. A Saint can manifest through a statue. After all, all the matter in
Heaven is totally different than what we have on Earth. There are inter-dimensions.
And there's an instance—many instances of this around the world. But right now, especially in
the Philippines. There is a statue of Mary that moves. Her veil moves and her mouth moves.
And it's been recorded—it's on the Internet. And what comes with that manifestation is the
conviction that Heaven, God, and the saints and angels are REAL. So, get your life cleaned up
and give it to Jesus! Or, as Mary would say, "Give your life to my Son."
So, the enemy knows the power of a statue, a picture, an image. There are images of Jesus that
weep blood in testimony to the veracity of the image. There are icons that weep oil. And these
things manifest—not by the power of Satan, but by the power of the Holy Spirit. They are SIGNS
and WONDERS to Believers, to encourage them. To make them strong.
These oils that weep from icons have been known to work miracles and to heal people.
So, the enemy knows the power of a statue, a picture, an image.. so, in the secular world he
uses them like crazy to make men and women sin. And if he can deprive us of the consolation
of seeing an image that reminds us of Heaven, or a friend in Heaven, he can isolate us. And we
certainly won't think to ask for their intercession! After all that's demon worship...right?
Do you see how clever the enemy is in depriving us of the fullness of God??
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But honestly—and this is the point. I can’t be in this ministry to you in good conscience by
caring one whit about the opinions of man. That would really make me a hypocrite! To keep
Mary from you when I’ve been released—just because I might lose donors? Just because I
might lose subs? No way! You can all leave the Channel, but I will not compromise on the Truth.
You see, now you have what has been stolen from the Early Church. You have the sacraments
back. You have the intercession of the saints back. You are totally united with all of Heaven and
alone no more.
Now, this does require a bit of discernment and discretion, because the Devil has his imitations.
Satan concocted familiar spirits because God created saints for our companions. The saints and
the angels. And Satan knows full well the loneliness you and I suffer on this Earth in the midst of
our families—so he gave us his “helpers” which are indeed demons, in imitation of the angels
and saints God gave us!
Let me tell you a story. Before I was converted, I wanted to be a trance medium, and I was
studying to do that. And I wanted to help others find their way in life by obtaining supernatural
knowledge from what I thought were angelic beings. But in fact, were deep, dark demons
dressed in costumes that would appeal to me. For instance, at that time in my life, which
around the Hippie time—a guru, a medicine man, a prophet. Boy was I fooled. You can read all
about that in my conversion narrative.
But here is the point. When a trance medium told me I had a companion and gave me his name,
I cried all night thanking God for this gift. Little did I know it’s real nature.
And here I want to digress for a moment and say: do not judge those in the New Age. Many of
them have been so wounded by the church, so disgusted with the hypocrisy, they turned to
another source. Being molested by a priest would cause anyone to want to run!
But this is the point: many New Agers are looking for God, looking for truth and for many, a
betrayal lies at the base of their rejecting religion. Even John Ramirez, would have given his life
to Christ at a church service if the pastor going down the aisle, hugging everyone—welcoming
them home, hadn't avoided John. That broke his heart. He was so ready to give his life to Christ.
But then he felt rejected by God and he turned to Satan. He had no one else to turn to, folks.
The source of all life and goodness had rejected him and that wasn't fair—so he went to the
one who would receive him.
So, don't judge these people's motives; God alone reserves that right.
Satan cannot create anything on his own, it has to be a copy of something the Lord created.
Like his black mass, where they drink human blood, in mockery of the Blood of Jesus. And you
will never see a witch stealing communion bread from a non-denominational church, never!
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But they will wait in line to steal a Communion Host from the Catholic church... because they
know that's the real thing.
I digressed, again! Sorry. You see how bad I am?
Oh, and that brings me to an illumination I had during worship with Holy Spirit. He was so
beautiful this morning. He actually danced with me. And I got the distinct impression that He
may be wanting me to do a portrait of Him. He was dressed like a King. His suit was red, with
ornaments all over it. You know, like the kind kings wear, and the sash they wear across their
chest? And He had short hair and sparkling blue eyes.
And He has so many things that He infused me with. Just standing there talking to Him—that's
why I got so excited and wanted to share them with you.
So, what was so different about Mary?
Well, by my own lack, I recognize something major I have lacked in my life: holy discretion.
Mary did not lose graces. She was full of grace, and she hid things in her heart and continued
to be full of grace. Full and fuller and fuller to overflowing of grace, which is why her
intercession is so powerful. She knew how to preserve and protect the gifts of God.
How many times have I been given a grace—only to let Satan steal it that very same day? Or to
question it? Or to be irreverent with it? To tell it when it was private. To alter it just a little; to
defile it by using it to be recognized rather than to do good? How many times??
You don't want to know. But I will say this much the Lord indeed told you the truth when He
said I was the worst sinner He could find.
The point is, Mary rarely says anything in the Bible. Why is that? Because she kept things
hidden in her heart, where they were safe.
When it was time, she disclosed it to Luke, so he could share it with the world and be edified.
But still, what she told him is precious little compared to the vast treasury of graces hidden in
this golden vessel.
And that is the perfect introduction to the second leg of our journey in learning about Mary.
Mary visits Elizabeth.
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Mysteries Revealed about Mary 2b of 7
September 20, 2018
Mary Visits Elizabeth. Beginning at Luke1, verse 39
Mary arose in those days and went into the hill
country with haste, into a city of Judah. And entered
into the house of Zechariah and greeted Elizabeth.
The Visitation of Gabriel the Angel gave Mary
instruction of her mission in life, which is exactly
what heavenly visitors do. They advise, through the
power of the Holy Spirit, which fills them in Heaven
so that they have all the knowledge they need, to do their jobs on Earth. They are His
messengers, because God loves to use everyone to bring His Kingdom to Earth.
But Mary—I am fairly sure, was so overwhelmed by her mission, that she wanted to see the
miracle done to Elizabeth, as well as knowing that she was advanced in years. And she wanted
to help her. I am sure she wanted to share with Elizabeth their mutual missions and have holy
companionship over the remarkable things that had happened to them.
So, she made haste. She went quickly.
Now, here's the perfect set-up. Engaged to Joseph, but not having known him, and perhaps
even consecrated to him as a virgin... Is gone for three months and comes back...pregnant. I am
sure she recognized the repercussions this would have on his faith in her. But nonetheless, she
went and cared for her cousin, Elizabeth.
So, we are given through this episode some of the most remarkable Messianic prophecies in
the Bible.
Luke 1:41-42 When Elizabeth heard Mary’s greeting, the baby leaped in her womb, and
Elizabeth was filled with the Holy Spirit. She called out with a loud voice, and said, “Blessed are
you among women, and blessed is the fruit of your womb!"
These are the very words we speak in the Rosary, straight from Scripture, guys. But the fruit
from Mary's womb was not only Jesus, but the copious fruit He would bear and the fruit Mary
would also bear from Heaven, as many would turn to her for her intercession. And her
continuing role as Mother of the Church would bring forth many children. I will go into this in
the seventh message on Mary.
Luke 1:43-44 “Why am I so favored, that the mother of my Lord should come to me? For
behold, when the voice of your greeting came into my ears, the baby leaped in my womb for
joy!"
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So, here is a Scriptural proclamation that Mary is the Mother of the Lord, coming from the
mouth of Elizabeth—who is filled with the Holy Spirit. So truly, Heaven regards her as the
Mother of God. Not by authoring God, but by association, as the Spouse of the Holy Spirit and
Father God.
She continued to say: Luke 1:45 "Blessed is she who believed, for there will be a fulfillment of
the things which have been spoken to her from the Lord!”
Scripture again reveals Mary's enormous faith. She had no impediments to her faith through
her bloodline, because she had been prepared by God to carry His Son in a vessel untainted by
the sins of Adam and Eve and all subsequent generations at her immaculate conception.
And this is a good time to introduce Mary as the Second Eve. What Eve lost in the Garden of
Eden, Mary recovers by unwavering faith, unwavering obedience and purity in bringing forth
the second Adam, our Redeemer, Jesus the Christ.
Scripture reveals:
~vs. 39 Mary received a confirmation to the visitation of the angel, Elizabeth was pregnant.
~vs. 41 The Holy Spirit came over Elizabeth and she prophesied Mary was blessed among
women. Mary was pregnant with Jesus, whom she recognized as her Lord coming to her, and
John the Baptist bore witness to Jesus' presence in Mary by leaping in her womb.
~vs. 45 Mary was filled with faith, which Elizabeth recognized, “Blessed is she who believed for
there will be a fulfillment of what was spoken to her from the Lord."
So, Scripture reveals, through Mary's response, that this was no ordinary village girl. In fact, the
Church Father's affirm that she was presented in the temple at a very early age and grew there
in the Temple into womanhood. At the age of 14 the priests found her an appropriate spouse in
Joseph, whose almond branch miraculously bloomed.
Now, this is Mary's response to Elizabeth's greeting:
Luke 1:46-56 Mary said,
“My soul magnifies the Lord. My spirit has rejoiced in God my Savior, for he has looked at the
humble state of his servant. For behold, from now on, all generations will call me blessed. For
he who is mighty has done great things for me. Holy is his name. His mercy is for generations
of generations on those who fear him. He has shown strength with his arm. He has scattered
the proud in the imagination of their hearts. He has put down princes from their thrones.
And has exalted the lowly. He has filled the hungry with good things. He has sent the rich
away empty. He has given help to Israel, his servant, that he might remember mercy. As he
spoke to our fathers, to Abraham and his offspring forever.” Amen. Mary stayed with her about
three months, and then returned to her house.
Now, let's take a deeper look at this beautiful, beautiful prophecy in Scripture.
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Taking a deeper look into this passage of Scripture, much about Mary is revealed. First of all,
she had a prophetic gift. She was filled with the Holy Spirit, Who is the author of prophecy, and
opened her mouth to praise God for this great miracle.
Luke 1:46-47 “My soul magnifies the Lord. My spirit has rejoiced in God my Savior, for he has
looked at the humble state of his servant."
Here she acknowledges both that Jesus is her God and her Savior, and is aware of her lowly
estate. Not a Queen or princess, but a village girl who was blessed to be brought up in the
Temple. I think it was great wisdom that in that day girls were trained in the Temple, because it
would form them holiness, so that in their futures as mothers they could train their children in
holiness. And bring their male children up in holiness.
Luke 1:48For behold, (she continued) from now on, all generations will call me blessed."
Now, here she declares prophetically that she will stand out as a woman from all generations
and be revered, and in the next verse declares the reason for that.
Luke 1:49 “For he who is mighty has done great things for me. Holy is his name.”
Here, she takes no credit on herself for that, but rather makes it a point to say how lowly she is.
This is quite the opposite of a human queen who would declare her prerogatives and draw
honor to herself.
Luke 1:50 "His mercy is for generations of generations on those who fear him."
She proclaims God's faithfulness, not just to her family but to all generations of men, revealing
that she had an acute awareness of mankind, not just the concerns of day to day of a village
girl.
In the following verses, I imagine that she has seen many proud and those of royal birth,
frequenting the Temple—which in our day would be an equivalent to the palaces of princes—
bringing their babies in for circumcision. She had plenty of experiences serving the rich and
hearing their conversations, and was acutely aware that they lived in the imaginations of their
own heart, not in the reality of God's heart.
This is not a degree of wisdom found in a mere 14-year-old.
And I want to say, I have nothing against the rich. They have a very important job in the
economy of Heaven. But very often, with all these things come all these distractions and value
shifts from things of God to the things of the Earth and of men. But here she's shown a
complete detachment from that.
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It continues: Luke 1:51-53 "He has shown strength with his arm. He has scattered the proud in
the imagination of their hearts. He has put down princes from their thrones. And has exalted
the lowly. He has filled the hungry with good things. He has sent the rich away empty."
When the wealthy came to the Temple, they made their royal presence known. Being quite full
of themselves, they came empty of God and left still emptier. While the little one, the lowly one
who would be exalted, as the Scripture says, was right there before them. Yet I doubt very
much if they could see her any more than the scribes and Pharisees could recognize Jesus in His
poor demeanor.
She continues: Luke 1:54-55 "He has given help to Israel, his servant, that he might remember
mercy. As he spoke to our fathers, to Abraham and his offspring forever.”
Here Mary reveals a knowledge of the prophecies of the Messiah and the promises to Abraham.
Now, in the 56th verse, it says Mary stayed with her about three months. Mary stayed with
Elizabeth about three months, and then returned to her house. I can only imagine, as she saw
her belly gradually expanding, that she knew when Joseph saw her he would be devastated. Yet
she entrusted herself to the Lord and His providence to inform Joseph.
In those days, a woman bearing a child before coming together with her husband was a
disgrace. And often rejected by the husband and was stoned to death. This was a prospect I am
sure the enemy of our salvation threatened her with.
I can even imagine him suggesting she ingest herbs to cause an abortion, or taunting her with
nightmares of being rejected by Joseph and stoned to death. The devils never give up in their
campaigns to destroy everything holy. I am sure they hated her because of her humility. lack of
presumption and pride. And wondered if God was going to use her to be their undoing.
This is all conjecture on my part, dear ones.
"Blessed is she who believed for there will be a fulfillment of what was spoken to her from the
Lord."
Lord, have You got anything to add?
Jesus began, "You know you were reading My mind when you said that Satan probably taunted
her. He recognized her from an early age, because of the angels assigned to her. He was
waiting for the birth of the Messiah, so he and all his kingdom was on the alert for a holy girl
child.
"What happened at her conception, when flocks of angels hovered over the proceedings,
aroused their suspicion. And from that point on she was marked as a candidate.
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"Evil knows no boundaries, Clare, and several times they plotted to miscarry this child. Even the
witches in the area knew of her and set several traps for her feet and her demise. But because
she corresponded to the graces given at conception, she was highly respondent to her
conscience and was careful to avoid anything that had even a whiff of corruption or wrong
doing.
"It was because of her obedience that she did not get injured."
When He said that, I saw her as a very little child, like 3 and a half years old. And she was
indoors, in an adobe house, very hungry—but having to wait for the supper hour. She was
looking at hearth cakes on the table with great longing, but asked her mother, "May I have a
hearth cake?"
Who replied, "Not yet, wait until dinner."
Which was still a ways off. Even though the enemy tried to tempt her to take one, she
completely erased it from her mind and waited patiently.
You see, one of those hearth cakes had a spot of mold, which Anne later recognized, and
according to Jewish laws of cleanliness, destroyed the whole batch and kept Mary from being
poisoned by it.
"There are times too numerous to mention when her virtue was tested, Beloved."
Wow!
"But believe Me when I tell you, she was continually attacked in dreams, visions, and demonic
visitations at night, suggesting she destroy what was growing in her womb.
"Just like I have done with you, she had to be perfected in virtue and obedience, because later
on in life, My very survival depended on it.
"There was one incident where an elderly witch, posing as a loving friend in the community,
brought freshly baked cakes to Anne under the guise of a blessing. But they were heavily laced
with poison. Both of them, both Mary and Anne, destroyed the gift immediately, sensing
danger—even though they looked very appetizing.
"I cannot tell you how many times Satan attempted to take her life. Even in the Temple, there
were some unscrupulous individuals that thought to molest her, but they were stopped by her
angels.
"Time and time again she faced multitudes of dangers, and always, always made the right
decision—no matter how tempting the invitation to do wrong appeared. She was quite
detached from her flesh, which closed many a door of opportunity to harm her. Her conscience
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was exceeding well developed, and she knew that nothing good could come of disobedience, so
she avoided it like the plague. Even when it made no sense to her and cost her a great deal, still
she hearkened to My Spirit and did not once give way to the temptations.
"It had to be so. Just as I have allowed many trials in your lives to cultivate virtue, My dear ones,
so in her life she was sorely tried, because of the importance of her mission.
"So, let me say at this point, she knows well how to comfort those who are being tempted. And
you couldn't possibly have a better advocate to pray for you. And if you are extremely blessed,
to be able to see and even converse with in times of trial."
Now...I'm SURE the Lord doesn't mean in replacement for Him! Mary is a friend. God is our
Creator. And Jesus is our Creator. So. This is a friendship relationship that He's talking about.
Please don't put words and intentions into my mouth! God is God, and Mary is a creature.
"Think deeply on these things, Heartdwellers." Jesus continued. "You have been given an
enormous gift, a gift worth so much that Satan has done everything to discourage you from
going anywhere near it. Please begin to enter into this gift and use it.
"Those who come under Mary's covering reach perfection of heart much more swiftly than those
without her motherly covering. It was never intended by Me that you should have a single
parent family, with no mother and no siblings to offer consolation, instruction, and prayers on
your behalf.
"That is just one small facet of why I appeared before the Apostles with Moses and Elijah. I
broke the distortion and misuse of the injunction that you shall not consult the dead, because I
was indeed consulting with those who had LIVED, but were now STILL LIVING in Heaven. Just as I
did then, it is possible for you to do now with My mother, with Me, and others in the great
Cloud.
"Do not waste this precious gift!
"And finally. As concerns the Rapture, My Brides, you are approaching the closing moments of
this chapter in your lives. Be prepared. Do not live for yourselves. Live to do good to others and
pull back from earthly pursuits. Spend your time with ME, cultivating your relationship with Me.
"And one thing I will tell you about your Mother in Heaven, is when you commit to a relationship
with her, she guards you against deception. She knows the real thing and the imposter. And
people who have a devotion to Mary will not be easily fooled by the antiChrist, or the False
Prophet.
"If you could see Nibiru in plain sight right now, you would not delay your conversion for one
more second. The problem is that they are blocking the view, because they want you caught
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unaware, so you will die when it comes close to Earth. This is part of the plan: to get rid of two
thirds of the Earth's population.
"And for you who are working for the Elite... Do you think they care about your family, your
brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles—or even your mother and father. Do you really think they
have made a provision for your relatives or your pets?
"You are serving a ruthless taskmaster who will tell you whatever you want to hear to deceive
you into working for them. And when that moment comes, they will close the doors to their
underground cities with this excuse, "I'm sorry, there's no more room for you and your family."
"They will lead you along to use you. And if you are Muslim, they will use you to do their dirty
work and then shut the door when Nibiru is bringing this planet into dire situations.
"I will never forsake or abandon you. Give your life to Me and I will protect you and bring you
into Heaven. I do not lie. But the ones you work for do not know how to tell the truth, because
the truth is not in them. They are deceivers, like their father, Satan.
"If you come to Me, I will receive you, and at death you will have nothing to fear. I will be with
you and take you to Myself.
"And some of you, I will protect and you will not die, but be spared supernaturally and live to see
My return.
"I am the Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End. And I love you, because I brought you
forth from your mother's womb. You have turned away from Me because you did not know Me,
but knew evil men pretending to know Me, and they wounded you deeply.
"I will pour fresh oil on your wounds and take you to Myself, because I love you. How do you
know this? Because I died on the Cross to prove to you this love.
"Come to Me. I receive you."
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Swift Away
(originally published in Sept. of 2014)

Shadows shifting
Moon beams drifting, woven dark
This light shorn day
Time is passing
Swift away… swift away
Silver coins
Cross stainless skies
Voiceless tide
Caught in their lies
Time is passing
Swift away... swift away
Light Eternal
Midnight Cry
One is tethered, the other flies
Time is passing
swift away... swift away
So, gather courage
Against the tide,
For He is coming to take His Bride
Time is passing
Swift away... swift away
Swiftly coming is the day....
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The Last Trump - After the Rapture
September 23, 2018
Dear Lord, please help us sort out all our questions on
how You will progress. It is certainly a challenge,
understanding the way You think and do things.
Please help us? Amen.
Well, Ezekiel and I have been pondering this sudden
talk of Rapture and impending Revival. Early on in the
Lord’s messages to us, He told me the big Revival
would come after the Rapture. Then, as America
started to wake up, we were given three years more—conditionally, that the people would
continue to wake up and pray. And a slight hint that there may be a Revival before the Rapture.
Then Donald Trump was elected and we thought for sure we would be here for his second
election. After all, he would need us Christians to vote him into office, right?
Maybe not so right…
God’s thinking is different than ours. Because the Lord has been very repetitive about the
Rapture happening soon in dreams, visions, and rhema words to Ezekiel, Carol and I, we are
looking at it from a different perspective.
There are a lot of Americans who are still under the spell of Main Stream/Satan/Media. They
are mesmerized. They are profiting from Donald’s hard work for the economy, but still enjoying
poking fun of him, ridiculing him, and turning a deaf ear to all the warnings about our ‘iron-andclay-foot,’ underground government.
What if... the Lord uses the Rapture and world events to get this fence-sitting generation lit on
fire? What if Revival breaks out BECAUSE of the Rapture, and the Iron and Clay feet don’t get to
run the country into the ground right away, with all their guillotines and concentration camps,
because new Christians will work with the Remnant and we will overcome all the evil Obama
put in motion.
What if???
What if Donald stays, and is President for the first half of the Tribulation and continues to drain
the Swamp?
These are all unanswered questions, dear ones. I ponder them every day. I know we are in the
season of the Rapture. I know this is the last Pope. I know Israel is a nation. I know Obama is the
antiChrist and all the signs of the End Times are here.
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I know Nibiru is a planet loaded with hordes of demons and may reach maximum impact on
Earth. Not bumping into it, but the impact it will have on the Earth between 2020—only one
year away—and 2035. But it also is warming up the Earth’s waters, because of accelerated
volcanic activity under the oceans, and 7 and 8 point earthquakes are common now, and will
increase.
Superstorms are on the increase and it’s not all Tesla technology manipulating it. Our Earth’s
axis is shifting. The molten mass is shifting, and we are responding to the influence of this
super-sized brown dwarf star and its satellites. Nibiru.
I know that the Lord said in one message that there would be unprecedented Revival, because
nations all over the world would follow President Trump’s lead.
So, how does World War III and the Rapture fit into this?
I thought we would be here to enjoy and take part in these Revivals. But we just can’t shake the
feeling that things are going to begin very soon. And we're NOT going to be here...
The believers who will be raptured have been fighting long and hard to steady the ship straight
on its course, to lay the groundwork for those who will be swept up in massive conversions
after the Rapture. Now it is time for them to come Home, as others take their place and grow
into extreme holiness. Because that's what gonna be necessary to get through this.
Here is an interesting note on "The Last Trump" from John Ankerberg: "When you study the
Roman army, and some of the Greek armies, and even the Jewish army back in Bible times.
When they went into war, they had a “last trump” that would be blown that would tell the
fighting men, 'Your time of fighting is over. It is time for you to go home and rest.' A 'last trump'
ended their time in the warfare.
“By analogy, the Scriptures teach that Christians today are involved in a spiritual war while they
live out their lives in this present age in this present world. When the Rapture takes place and
the trumpet is blown, at that time, that will be a signal to them that their part in the warfare is
over; their fighting in this present age is done in this spiritual war. It is time for them to go
Home to be with the Lord and rest together with Him in Heaven."
And I really believe... This had come to me earlier today and it was confirmed by this gentleman
John Ankerberg. I really believe that 'last trump' has to do with calling us Home. Telling us,
'Okay - you've been fighting long and hard to go. And your replacements will be coming in
soon.' So, I thought that was a very, very interesting insight that he had, and that the Lord
tossed around in my mind today.
Somehow, I see the significance of our President Trump, as being tied in with this prophecy. If
only tongue and cheek by the Lord. Meaning, Trump’s takeover of our nation is a sign that the
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Rapture will happen within his administration. And the Lord is playing him as His last Trump
card to fight the Iron and Clay feet, to give more time for the lost Muslims to come to Christ.
All I can tell you, my precious family, is that I am waiting to see how He is going to do things.
What I once thought was the nice, easy, linear way that made sense... has been scrapped.
Because right now it doesn’t make any sense, in light of the rhemas that we've been getting.
What I can postulate that might happen is that the Deep State pulls off an attack that sets us at
odds with the rest of the world, or is the start of world War III. Or the comet comes on the
heels of something, and the Lord Raptures His Bride. The fence-sitters wake up and line up with
President Trump and fight the Iron and Clay feet with a vengeance.
Then, at the half-way mark, the President is out of office and Obama takes control of the last 3
1/2 years for the Great Tribulation. That would correspond to the intense effects of Nibiru
between 2020 and 2035. Of course, the Lord could send Nibiru happily on its way when He
returns around 2027 and the Millennium commences.
That’s my best shot at conjecture at this point, taken from what Jesus has told us. This is NOT
something the Lord told me. This is my human mind trying to put things together.
So, Jesus began to answer my question about what will happen after the Rapture.
He began, “There will no longer be any gray areas between the world and My Kingdom. The
lukewarm will rise up into their destinies, overcoming all the lapses and failures of the past. The
foundation of the Rapture will prove My Word is true and they will stand rock solid on
everything it says, down to the last jot and tittle. They will have seen a great wonder, such as
the parting of the Red Sea, and this will give them a solid bedrock of Faith—although there will
be defectors, and those with weak consciences who will return to worshipping Baal."
In other words, being part of a system.
"My Remnant children, you MUST get your appetites under control. You MUST. You will make
many foolish and dangerous choices, because of your stomachs and your attraction to the
opposite sex, and vanity. And things that will entrap your souls. Clare has struggled mightily
with these, all of her life. And with age comes wisdom. But you will have to overcome
attractions and desires the enemy will play you with, without the benefit of age. And possibly
wisdom.
"You must get your flesh totally submissive to the Spirit. If you do not do that now, when the
Mark comes, you will fall and lose your soul.
“That means you will never see your mothers and fathers, pets and relatives again. Your eternity
will be in Hell, being burned and tormented.
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"When you receive the Mark, because you didn’t trust Me to heal your child; you didn’t trust me
to heal your child. You didn't trust Me to provide food. You wanted to be part of the flourishing
crowd, someone important… When you do this, the Mark will destroy the part of your brain that
responds to Me, and you will become like an animal.
“Next, as the Tribulation progresses, they will do away with you through this. But first, you will
suffer unthinkable torments all over your body; you will seek to die, but death will escape you. I
am telling you this now, so you can begin to get your priorities straight. If you can control your
impulses now, it will not be so hard and dangerous for you later.
“Yes, President Trump will be a part of the Remnant. I have overturned what was to be the most
tremendous suffering for this nation, and given it back into the hands of My people. However,
there will be constant fights and attacks launched against America from the underground
government as it fades away, and many sorrows. The best preparation for this is a clean
conscience and being reconciled to Me, as well as knowing My voice, listening to My instruction
and obeying it without a lapse of time or gloss. Herein lies your victory.
“Many will be martyred—but count it all joy, because that very day all the woes of your life will
end and you will be with Me in Heaven. So, do not fear that day. It is true that the living will
envy the dead. But do not die with the Mark.
"What will you need?
“First and foremost, a relationship with Me. Not just a shallow prayer, “bless me” or a rhema,
but a communicating relationship with Me and your Bible, so that I can convey to you what is
important, what is a trap and foolish, and what is a waste of precious time and resources. The
ones who succeed in this time will be the ones who hear and obey. Without hearing and
obeying, your chances of survival until I come are very, very slim.
“You will not be prepared for the tactics that will be used on you, especially the betrayals; the
wolves in sheep’s clothing. Discernment is key. My Mother has a great gift for teaching
discernment. Rely on her prayers, and you will not be easily fooled. That is, if you are listening
very carefully.
"Those who run for a ‘word’ and run off are not deep enough with Me—and this, too, needs to
be a solid relationship. You will be wise to enlist the angels and saints and especially My Mother
to help you, not only in discernment. But in dangerous times when you don't know what to do.
When you feel like you have blown it too badly to ever face Me again, go to her, ask for prayers.
She will pave the way.
“If anyone keeps My Word, they shall never die… It’s in the desiring and keeping the Word in
your heart, wanting to live it with all your heart, that preserves your soul."
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As and aside, I get quite a few remarks from people who are afraid that they won't be raptured,
because they can't live up to what they feel are the right scriptural standards. And they are the
right standards, and they just aren't strong enough.
But I ran across a Scripture today, and it suddenly made sense to me in a way I never
understood. This is John 8:51
"If anyone keeps My word, they shall never die."
Now, what I see is that it's in the desiring and keeping of the Word in your heart, wanting to live
it with all your heart, that preserves your soul. Not necessarily being able to completely live it
without failing, but wanting to live it without failing. But the distinction is TRULY wanting to,
which means when you fail, you truly grieve. Make believe 'wanting to' won’t cut it. And the
Lord surely knows the difference.
Jesus continued, “Clare, you have a large audience of young people who will be over-comers in
the Tribulation. That is part of the meaning of the vision that the Pastor had of you in the forest,
with a torch leading the way for multitudes of young people. And the torch, all of a sudden,
became very bright, and the young people were carrying torches that were not lit. But they lit
them on yours and went off to different parts of the world.”
I asked the Lord, 'Well... When did the brightness come?
He said, “The day you began on the Internet. Young people came with their torches to light
them, and truth carries its own anointing, because some of those who left for no good reason at
all have come back with other names, too ashamed to admit they were wrong and are still with
you. Others are being held captive to lies, and have ceased to grow into what I wanted them to
be.
"Pray for them; they are lost sheep. Pray they will return."
And I do. Every day I pray, "Holy angels, please. Go out and seek the ones that have been lied to
and stolen from the Channel. And bring them back."
Jesus continued, “But that is not the point of this message. What I am wanting to tell you is that
your mission was to tell them what you learned from Me, from My Spirit, and from the
movement of My Spirit in all denominations. Just because they do not have all My Early Church
has, does not mean that they are not in My Body.
“I wanted you to do this, both in writings and in song. That is why we are pressing in. You just
don’t get it. That there is some indescribable quality about your voice that opens the heart to
Truth.”
I’m trying to get, Lord! I'm just gonna keep obeying until I do get it.
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“Good girl. You won’t regret it. In any case, you are preparing a whole generation to survive, in
glorious holiness, the Tribulation.
“And for you, My children, who are left behind. You will be an army of believers marching
shoulder to shoulder against the forces of antiChrist. You will do great exploits, although some
of you feel that you are great cowards. I will in that moment make you mighty in courage. You
have been fed some solid manna on this Channel and it has laid a foundation no one can refute.
That is why I am bringing forth the weapons you will need when Clare is gone.
“Those of you who follow the Truth and march to My rhythm know My voice and have received
the teachings of My Early Church, which also can be sought out with the Church Fathers, who
taught many things that were omitted from the Scriptures. But valuable things, nonetheless,
that are based on the Scriptures in its purest form before the world got a hold of My Church and
defiled her.
“You carry in your hearts the minds and seeds of My Church when I return to rule and reign for a
thousand years."
And it's funny. I wanted to say a thousand generations there... But I'm sticking to Scripture, so I
said a thousand years.
"You will grow into true holiness with these seeds. You will teach them to others and they, in
turn, will grow and teach. And I will call you to Myself in Jerusalem, and you will come and go
from My presence familiarly, because you have been raised up by My mother’s influence
through Clare.
"You have been formed in meekness and brotherly love. Did I not say the meek shall inherit the
Earth? Oh, there is so much you have learned here that has laid the foundation for My Church.
Cherish these teachings, and do not allow the educated ignorant to steal them from you. You
are to remain simple and childlike, and not enter the great halls of learning in order to be
garnished with man’s accolades.
“No, your authority and wisdom do not come from any man, but from Me. And this is the way I
taught My Apostles. Not by expensive classes in universities, but by living the example of My
ways and living the message of My Love.
“The greatest force to be reckoned with is My Love. If you are living in My Love, nothing shall be
impossible to you."
And it goes without saying—Faith. Faith and Love.
"So, it is of the greatest importance that you cut away all actions motivated by any other
concerns, to make way for the infilling of My Love—which is everything, and is not taught in
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seminaries. It is love that caused Me to stretch forth My arms on the Cross. And it is your love
which will willingly do the same, in order to live a life crucified to the world.
“This is why I tell you now, circumcise your hearts and minds now, so you will have less of a
struggle coming into the glorious appointments I have for you. This will indeed make you look
very lowly and foolish, but will bear copious fruit and set the deep foundation you need to
withstand the high winds you will encounter as you grow taller.
“I have called you all to this Channel for a very good reason. You are here because I am
preparing you.
"Those of you who have run the race all these years are going to your reward. And the others
are here to prepare the next generation, and do great exploits against the evil ones. Your
experience with these will give you great wisdom to pass on at the of the Millennium. You will
be combating an army of artificial intelligence and soul-less forces. Many who will animate
antiChrist’s army will be without souls.”
When He said this, I saw factories filled with row after row after row of human-looking artificial
intelligence. Those who were human in form—but without a spirit.
Jesus continued, “Yes, technology has gone far beyond what you are aware of. There are
underground cities with whole colonies of soldiers without a conscience, trained for a time such
as this to kill Americans.
“Press in, My dear ones," the Lord continued. "Use what you’ve been given. Remember that
Love is the greatest force and you are not alone. I am with you. The Cloud is with you. The
angels are with you, and so is My mother with you.
“Everyone in Heaven has a purpose they've been trained in to help those on Earth at this time.
What a shame that so many of My People refuse to use what I have given them. But through
your example, many will come to recognize the value of the Great Cloud.
“I love you. I am with you. Fear nothing.”
And that was the end of His message.
And I just wanted to take a moment to thank all of you who have been contributing to
Heartdwellers. It's very much needed. We appreciate it and we've helped a lot of very poor
people coming to us right now. People who've had surgery or have lost their jobs. It's really
amazing. We're able to substantially help them because of your kindness. I want to thank you
so very much for that. God bless you.
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Critical!! Pray Divine Mercy Chaplet Every Hour
September 27, 2018
Heartdwellers, this is extremely serious. Lord save us!!!
This is a critical hour - pray the Divine Mercy Chaplet
every hour. And a rosary if you can.
There is a BIG false flag coming, and it could be the
destruction of NYC. As soon as those disputed
documents are made public, I believe we are going to
be hit with something horrendous.
So, I'm asking you to pray. Pray that do not detonate. Pray that the Tesla devices and beams will
fail to fire up properly, pray, pray, pray!!!
This is the only protection we have, is prayer.
So please, put yourself to prayer today and pray every hour a Divine Mercy Chaplet and the
sorrowful mysteries of the Rosary as often as you can.
May the Lord bless you and keep you. Amen.

Scripture Reveals Mary’s Role in the Church 3 of 7
September 28, 2018
Thank you, Jesus, for the beautiful revelations You
have shared with us about Your mother’s role in the
Church. Please remind us to enlist her daily in our
prayers, because truly she is honored by You, and all
generations will call her blessed among women.
Amen.
This is the third in a series about Mary’s role in the
Church according to Scripture. Number three in a
seven-part series.
So, today we're going to share about the Wedding in Cana. Taken from John 2:1-12 And I'm
using the English Standard Version here:
The Wedding at Cana
On the third day, there was a wedding at Cana in Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there.
Jesus also was invited to the wedding with his disciples. When the wine ran out, the mother of
Jesus said to him, “They have no wine.” And Jesus said to her, “Woman, what does this have to
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do with me? My hour has not yet come.” His mother said to the servants, “Do whatever he tells
you.”
Now, there were six stone water jars there for the Jewish rites of purification, each holding
twenty to thirty gallons. Jesus said to the servants, “Fill the jars with water.” And they filled
them up to the brim. And he said to them, “Now draw some out and take it to the master of the
feast.”
So, they took it. When the master of the feast tasted the water now become wine, and did not
know where it came from (though the servants who had drawn the water knew), the master of
the feast called the bridegroom and said to him, “Everyone serves the good wine first, and
when people have drunk freely, then the poor wine. But you have kept the good wine until
now.”
This, the first of his signs, Jesus did at Cana in Galilee, and manifested his glory. And his disciples
believed in him. After this he went down to Capernaum, with his mother and his brothers and
his disciples, and they stayed there for a few days. John 2:1012
I love this story—it's a beautiful story.
First of all, Scripture reveals Jesus has a great deal of love and respect for His mother and the
fifth commandment. "Honor your mother and father." It says: On the third day, there was a
wedding at Cana in Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there. Jesus also was invited to the
wedding with his disciples. When the wine ran out, the mother of Jesus said to him, “They have
no wine.”
Now, this was a tremendous embarrassment to the young couple who were just starting off on
their life together. But like most of us, when we are young, we may not have enough money for
a lavish meal with plenty of wine, especially if more people show up than what’s been planned
for.
I believe that was a very painful moment for them. And I also believe that Jesus was fully aware
of it. Certainly, any kind of blemish on a celebration would cause a stir among the crowd that
could be felt. Nonetheless, Jesus did not lift a finger to lessen their embarrassment.
The question here is, did Jesus know they were out of wine? Could God be ignorant that a
commodity so important to a celebration was gone?
Dear ones, this is NOT God's nature. Can you imagine Father God, who owns the cattle on the
thousand hills, not lifting a finger to help this young couple? I can’t. He is just too good and
loving to pass by this opportunity to do a kindness.
After all, Scripture states that, "Jesus went about doing good." Acts 10:38
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Now, I believe Mary was so tender-hearted that she couldn't bear to see this couple
embarrassed and being the talk of the town on their very special day. So, she went to her Son,
knowing full well that He could remedy the problem. And said, "Son. They have no wine."
Jesus came to Earth, not only to die for us sinners, but to reveal the true heart of the Father.
How could He pass up this opportunity to do good? I believe it was a matter of timing, and that
He was not willing to do a miracle before His time to be revealed.
And this is how He answered her: Jesus said to her, “Woman, what does this have to do with
me? My hour has not yet come.”
Now, for you and I, in our English language, this seems like a rebuff—calling His mother
"woman." That has always sounded very disrespectful to me. But in the process of looking for
an image for this story, I ran across something called “Got Questions” on the Internet. And this
is what the person said.
“The term woman was used like we use the term ‘ma’am’. By addressing Mary this way,
Jesus does distance Himself from His mother somewhat—He was exerting His
independence from her wishes—but in no way was it a rude manner of speaking.
“What does this have to do with me?” (ESV) or “Why do you involve me?” (NIV).
“Again, Jesus is expressing the fact that He is independent of His mother; as eager as
Mary was to see Jesus do a miracle, she had no right to determine the time or the
manner in which Jesus publicly revealed His glory.
"Jesus makes His point gently and without being rude. However, Jesus did act,
performing His first miracle. He turned the water into wine, but He did so in a very
subtle, subdued way. Only the servants, Mary, and a few disciples even knew what He
had done.
“So, Jesus isn’t being rude or dismissive in John 2:4. He’s politely pointing out that He
follows God’s timing, not Mary’s; and that this is not His moment to be publicly
revealed. Some of the respectful tone is lost in translation, perhaps, but Jesus was not
being rude."
At that's the end of the little snippet from Got Questions on the Internet.
So, Scripture reveals that Mary knew her Son’s heart.
I believe that even though she sensed His motive for not acting yet was that He didn’t want His
mission revealed. She also knew He loved her and would do anything He could to please her,
for all she had suffered and would suffer in her life for Him. And the fifth commandment, honor
thy mother and father, would be in His mind as well, I'm sure.
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Scripture also reveals that Mary’s absolute trust in her Son’s goodness, and the need for all to
respond to Him in obedience, no matter how foolish it seems.
Can’t you just picture this? I was thinking about this earlier. Here they are, out of wine, and
Jesus tells them to fill jars with water?! Each jar held 20 to 30 gallons! And there were six of
them!! 180 gallons of water—for what? Are you kidding me?
The feast is almost over. After long days of preparation and celebration, it was getting late,
they had worked hard, they were hungry and tired. I can just hear the servants saying, “This
guy's mashugana! Something ain’t right ‘bout this.”
By the way, mashugana is a Yiddish word for looney-tunes...
But Scripture reveals, His mother said to the servants, “Do whatever he tells you.”
Oh, this is such a beautiful Key to Mary.
1. Mary's faith in her Son's goodness. She knew His Heart and put her trust in Him, even though
He gave her no grounds for hope.
2. Her ability to counsel. She knew that the servants might respond with a little scorn and
resistance, so she counseled them to be obedient, ahead of time.
So, there were the six stone water jars. Ah... “Fill the jars with water.” And they filled them up
to the brim. And he said to them, “Now draw some out and take it to the master of the feast.”
So, they took it. When the master of the feast tasted the water, now become wine, and did not
know where it came from (though the servants who had drawn the water knew), the master of
the feast called the bridegroom and said to him, “Everyone serves the good wine first, and
when people have drunk freely, then the poor wine. But you have kept the good wine until
now.” This, the first of his signs, Jesus did at Cana in Galilee, and manifested his glory. And his
disciples believed in him.
How beautiful. What beautiful fruit that is!
Now, Scripture reveals that Mary's intercession moved on Jesus to do His first public miracle,
out of season.
1. Jesus knew they had no more wine, but He was not willing to step in. Until His mother
approached Him with her heartfelt concern
2. And moved by her petition, He granted her wish.
3. And what did she do? Turned around and instructed the servants as to what their response
should be, no matter how foolish the situation looked. She could see and understand things
about her son that they could not see or understand.
Dear ones, Jesus is still responding to His mother's petitions. If I had a choice of anyone to pray
for me in Heaven or on Earth, as a prayer partner—who would I choose?
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We have already established that Jesus set the precedent on the Mount of Transfiguration, that
it is permitted to talk with the saints in glory. And we are surrounded by a Cloud of Witnesses
urging us on with their prayers and guidance.
Angels, for instance, speak to us and leave impressions, warnings, or encouragements to do or
not do, and we are aware of their watchfulness over us at times. If we are to pray without
ceasing, how can we not pray in Heaven as the Cloud when we watch our children headed for
the edge of a cliff, or distracted away from their perfect destiny?
People often ask, "Where is the Rosary in the Bible? I've never heard of the rosary in the Bible."
And I tell them, because I've gotten tired of going through these long, long explanations. I ask
them, "Where is the Holy Trinity in the Bible? If you answer that for me, I will answer where the
Rosary is in the Bible." And then of course, I give them references to these teachings.
But so far, through Scripture alone, we have established that Mary was: conceived without the
stains of the sins of Adam and Eve. She was pure and a virgin. Trusting and obedient. Gifted in
prophecy. Worshipful and acknowledging Jesus as her Savior from the womb. And willing to
serve, even when it would look to others like she had been unchaste.
She was able to safeguard grace and grow in grace, without losing what God had given her. And
she was highly favored by God. Her character was outstanding.
God is with Mary. She had cultivated the presence of God in her life, even at the age of 14. And
she is Blessed among women. In other words, set apart above all other women.
She was meek and humble and full of grace, hiding God's words in her heart.
She was chosen by God to carry His Son in her womb, and she would be cherished through all
generations. She was obedient even though her obedience could have cost her her life.
So, these are things that the Lord is revealing to us about Mary, IN the Scriptures.
And finally, from this segment, she was an intercessor. A tremendous intercessor and teacher.
And able to counsel people according to what should be done for her son, and how they should
obey. She knew her son and she knew what He liked, and what He didn't like.
And she counseled them. And she counsels me. I still see her and hear her, sometimes when I'm
praying, I'll get an impression or word. Just like I see and hear Jesus. And many times, Mary is
with Jesus when I'm being given a word. They appear together.
As far as her prayers are concerned, she is responsible for guiding and praying me into an
intimate relationship with Jesus. She is the Mother of the Bride, and has helped to form me into
who I am to Jesus, bringing me deeply into the family of God with a mother and Father. She is
one of the greatest gifts ever given to mankind.
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God bless you, Heartdwellers. Please take these messages to heart and enlist Our Lady in your
cause by praying the rosary.
And I want to thank those of you who have sent us donations. We really appreciate it. We're
running a little short right now, so we haven't been able to give to the cause of trafficked
children lately. But we've had a few needs here. We've gotten firewood for several very poor
families out in the wilderness here, to help them out. I appreciate so much your giving. And we
do share it with those who are in need. So, thank you so very much.
And the Lord bless you for your kindness to us.

I Sought the Lord & He Answered Me
September 30, 2018
I sought the Lord, and He answered me
He delivered me from all of my Fears.
The storm winds raged, and He silenced them
He delivered me from all of my fears.
The lions roared, in the dead of the night
You set me on high from my violent foes.
I wandered off in my prideful ways
So gently, you convicted my soul.
The Lord is near to the broken of heart
He heals the crushed and forlorn.
If you have sinned Jesus waits for you
To forgive and restore your soul.
Oh, what He’s said, He surely will do
Oh, love the Lord! He cherishes you.
He longs for you in the still of the night
Go swiftly to Him, His heart waits for you.
My mind grew dim, so He anointed me,
And restored the joy of my life.
Watch the skies, for He’s coming soon
To sweep you up and into His arms.
(shofar plays)
I sought You, Lord, and You answered me
You delivered me from all of my fears.
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Scripture Reveals Mary’s Role in the Church 4 of 7 My Mother’s Virtue
September 30, 2018
Lord Jesus, thank You for the beautiful insights
into Your mother. Please open our hearts and
minds to receive from You all that you want us to
have. Amen.
Ezekiel told me last night that the Lord had
another message for the Channel. This was when I
was just in the final mixing stages of I Sought the
Lord song. So, here I am asking for the other
message and Jesus reminded me I forgot about
Him in the Temple as a child. So, that will be the message after this.
But here is what He wanted to say about His mother, that I really didn't give Him a chance to
say when I did the third teaching.
Jesus began, "I am so glad you asked, and I did want to share with you something from your last
teaching.
“My people, do you not know that everything in the Scriptures is loaded with meanings? Plural.
That is, more than one meaning to each episode. This situation, the wedding at Cana, was
presented to you as an illustration of the power of prayer—not even in words, but prayer of the
heart. I have told this to you before. The sigh of your heart for the plight of others is a powerful
prayer going straight to the Throne Room. Why? Because within the heart, I dwell. And it is the
seat of your soul and selfless sincerity.
“It was the intention of My mother's heart and her distress over the couple's lack that prompted
her to approach Me. I wanted you to see how very moved with care she is over your situations
that bring distress. I wanted you to see the selfless love and concern she has for all of you.
“And yes, I wanted you to see that she has been appointed by Me as a mother and intercessor
for mankind. ‘Who is My mother, My brother, My sister? He or she who does the will of My
Father in Heaven. These are true mothers, brothers, and sisters to Me.’
“Yet it is only fitting that the spotless one who brought Me into this world, who kept her purity
of heart, who was faithful to the very last drop of her being when she witnessed My crucifixion,
never once calling out to Abba, "Save Him, Father!" Never once did she disagree with My
mission and what must be fulfilled in Scripture.
“Growing up in the Temple, she knew the Messiah must suffer rejection and die at the cruel
hands of the Romans. She knew that only Romans could crucify and that what was written: ‘I
am poured out like water, and all my bones are out of joint; my heart is like wax; it is melted
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within my breast; my strength is dried up like a potsherd, and my tongue sticks to my jaws; you
lay me in the dust of death. For dogs encompass me; a company of evildoers encircles me; they
have pierced my hands and feet.’ Psalm 22:14-16
And to complete the Lord's thought here, Mary knew that only the Romans could crucify. And
that what was written in Psalm 22 would have to be accomplished by the Messiah.
Jesus continued, “She knew this Psalm well, because it was regularly recited in the Temple in
anticipation of the Messiah. There were men who knew the Messiah must suffer, but they
looked forward to His deliverance, perhaps even a miracle of deliverance, to prove that I was
indeed the Messiah.
"Those who believed were vindicated when I rose from the dead and they heard of it. I appeared
to many of them, for their hearts were broken. I commissioned them to carry on the work. Yes,
many of the Pharisees and priests converted.
“But My Mother knew I must first undergo this suffering. She lived with this prospect looming in
her heart all of her days, knowing that someday she would have to offer Me on that Cross.
"You have no idea what she went through for you, My people, no idea at all. And that is why it is
such a terrible offense to Me when people reject her motherly love.
“The Devil continually looked for ways to bring her down. He couldn't stand the idea that a
woman had more favor and power from God than he did. And he couldn't stand the idea that
she was mothering the Apostles and being looked upon as a mother to the family of God.
"He also engineered a deep split in the Church through the behavior of wicked men posing as
My Apostles. And then, at just the right time, used a movement based on legitimate sins of the
hierarchy to introduced this false doctrine about worshiping Mary and that the dead in Christ
could not pray for you.
“Lies! All of them lies. Cleverly executed by the Master Deceiver.
“And now, I have come to restore her to her rightful place in the Church. But anyone who brings
her up is automatically marked as deceived and an idol worshipper. Yet their reward is not lost
with Me in Heaven. They have been faithful to bear witness to the truth.
“When you give your lives to Me, very often you must break with family tradition and lifestyles
that are prohibited to a Christian, because they are not healthy for you. But in the process, you
inherit more relatives than you ever had before.
“The bond of Christian family love is very strong, because it is grounded and rooted in Me. Of
course, My mother would be your mother, even as an elderly woman in the church is called
'mother'. This is a moot point and a complete waste of time to argue over.
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“But understand that there was more than one reason I entrusted her with you. She is all the
things a leader should be: loving, strong, uncompromising, sacrificing, filled with the knowledge
of God and Heaven. And most of all, so totally committed to her children that she, too, gave her
only Son for the salvation of the world.
“And she has not missed a day in her Office. Rather, she has grown in status and responsibility
over the centuries, as she has been so very faithful in caring for mankind, who I saved.
“So, I have given her special gifts to handle the volume of prayer and supplication she receives.
She is well aware at all times of your situation, through the Holy Spirit. She is also aware of your
temperament, what you would probably do—and what she knows I want you to do.
"And therein lies her secret: My mother knows Me better than anyone—other than the Holy
Spirit and the Father.
“She knows what pleases Me, and therefore she does not always present your petitions to Me,
unless they are pure and without selfish motive. Rather, she works with you until you have
overcome these faults. She observes your character and nudges you in your conscience to do the
right thing.
"When you fall, she is there to wipe the tears from your eyes, to tend to the wound on your
knee, so to speak. A consoling word to you. After all, she consoled Me in all My trials. She was
My advocate, anticipating outcomes and preparing solutions, praying to the Father and
listening to His counsel. She was never far from Him. She was, rather, always aware of His
Presence within her, and cultivated that inner union of hearts that is so precious to His Heart.
“She looks after those who have really blown it in their lives and are afraid to turn to Me for
forgiveness. She paves the way for reconciliation, and very often when they are praying the
Rosary, I appear to them. Through her intercession and intervention, she has saved countless
souls that were headed for Hell. Just through her prayers and good counsel.
"Just like the Good Vinedresser, she intercedes and asks permission to take a desperate soul
under her mantle, and I yield to her and give that soul to her to work with. I give them another
chance.
“So, he said to the keeper of the vineyard, ‘Look, for the past three years I have come to search
for fruit on this fig tree and haven’t found any. Therefore, cut it down! Why should it use up the
soil?’ ‘Sir, the man replied, ‘leave it alone again this year, until I dig around it and fertilize it. If it
bears fruit next year, fine. But if not, you can cut it down.’ Luke 13:7-9
“This indeed is My mother's mandate, to take those who had not born fruit and give them loving
attention to help them rise up to serve."
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As an aside, dear ones, I noticed this is from the Gospel of Luke, which makes a tremendous
amount of sense. Because it is known that much of this gospel came from Mary as she sat with
Luke and shared with him the life of Jesus. She explained many secrets to Luke things unknown
in the other Gospels. So, it comes as no surprise that this very role of hers, to dig around and
fertilize a soul so they will bear fruit, would be in his gospel.
Jesus continues, "Her tenderness penetrates the hardest hearts and brings them to repentance.
Only the truly reprobate escape her care—not because she gives up on them, but because they
want nothing to do with her or holiness."
As an aside, why shouldn't that be so? If she's filled with the Holy Spirit, and the Holy Spirit is
the One who brings us to repentance. That makes total sense, because He would guide her in
how to touch them. And He would be present to move on their hearts.
Jesus continued, "Oh, there is so much I want to tell you about this holy woman, so much. She is
the very epitome of the word, ‘Mother’. Countless souls have repented at her gentle touch and
rededicated their lives to Me."
Well, come to think of it, I would like to share with you that there have been times when I was
SO disgusted with myself, I just could not face the Lord. And those would be the times that I
would go running to her mother-shelter. I could feel her cloak wrapping my in peace as I
repented and confessed. And asked for her intercession. And I can't even tell you what
happened. All I know is, I got my peace back! And the sense that I wasn't hopeless. There was
hope. And very shortly after that, I would encounter Jesus. He would approach me.
And I have to say. I know it was her intercession who brought Him quickly to my side. Looking
back on this and knowing that the Lord is always with us when we repent, He's ready to receive
our repentance - maybe that's not accurate. Maybe what Mary did was restore belief in myself,
or restore the knowledge of God's Mercy. But she does something when I really blow it. Turn
my heart to a place where I can be before Jesus, and not slink down a hole... Which is what I
feel I should do, with a rock covering it. It's a Grace. It's a beautiful Grace that's been given to
her, that prepares the way for her Son.
Going back to what Jesus continued to say.
"Countless have chosen the path of holiness because of her example of faithfulness to Me.
Countless souls have sought her in times of really blowing it badly, because they know that if
she works with them, they will be pleasing to Me and escape from the habits of sins that hold
them captive.
“I love to talk about her. I love her so very tenderly, and there is not one soul that can hold a
candle to her spotless example."
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Well, I can just hear it now. The protests of people who will say, "Scripture says that there's not
ONE that is without sin. Not even one." Well, I’m not going to pass judgment on Mary, that's for
certain. But I will say one thing. I did notice in the Scriptures that it says that she was distressed
over the loss of Jesus in Jerusalem. What mother wouldn't be?? Good grief!
And maybe that distress is the one thing in her life that came the closest to some kind of a sin.
Or unbelief or lack of faith. Perhaps that. Perhaps that could be said to be the one sin in her life.
Still, it's hard for me to see that as sin, because even Jesus, in the Garden of Gethsemane asked
the Father to take this cup from Him. Even He was anxious over the role that He was playing in
salvation. Totally committed. 'Not My will, but Thine be done.' Totally committed, but still. In
extreme distress over what He was about to go through. And wishing that the cup could be
passed. You could call that a sin. Which you can't—because He was sinless! So, we can't call
that a sin. What can I say? Let's try not to be too legalistic. And let's not be wearing a Pharisee
hat.
And I just want to take a moment to thank you so very much for your prayers for my music.
They definitely, definitely are being heard by the Lord. And thank you also for looking after our
other needs.
The Lord bless you abundantly for your kindness to us and the poor.
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